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Who are we?

SOLACE is a program of the State

Bar of Georgia designed to assist 

those in the legal community who 

have experienced some significant, 

potentially life-changing event in their 

lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and 

straightforward. SOLACE does not 

solicit monetary contributions but 

accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

HOW 
CAN WE 
HELP YOU?

How does SOLACE work?

If you or someone in the legal 

community is in need of help, simply 

email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails 

are then reviewed by the SOLACE 

Committee. If the need fits within the 

parameters of the program, an email 

with the pertinent information is sent 

to members of the State Bar. 

What needs are addressed?

Needs addressed by the SOLACE 

program can range from unique medical 

conditions requiring specialized referrals 

to a fire loss requiring help with clothing, 

food or housing. Some other examples 

of assistance include gift cards, food, 

meals, a rare blood type donation, 

assistance with transportation in a 

medical crisis or building a wheelchair 

ramp at a residence.



A solo practitioner’s 

quadriplegic wife needed 

rehabilitation, and members 

of the Bar helped navigate 

discussions with their 

insurance company to obtain 

the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need 

of a CPAP machine, but didn’t 

have insurance or the means 

to purchase one. Multiple 

members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing 

with a serious illness and in 

the midst of brain surgery, 

her mortgage company 

scheduled a foreclosure on 

her home. Several members 

of the Bar were able to 

negotiate with the mortgage 

company and avoided the 

pending foreclosure.

Working with the South 

Carolina Bar, a former 

paralegal’s son was flown 

from Cyprus to Atlanta 

(and then to South Carolina) 

for cancer treatment. 

Members of the Georgia and 

South Carolina bars worked 

together to get Gabriel and 

his family home from their 

long-term mission work. 

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously 

stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to 
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers, 

court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who 
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury. 

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,

Thank you for attending this seminar.  We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this 
program.  Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication 
and eff orts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.  
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success 
of this seminar are immeasurable.

We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this 
seminar and for whom the program was planned.  All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will 
be benefi cial as well as enjoyable   We think that these program materials will provide a great 
initial resource and reference for you.  

If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.  
Should you have a diff erent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate 
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.  

Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Sincerely, 
Your ICLE Staff 

Jeff rey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia

Michelle E. West
Director, ICLE

Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE



7:15 REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL 
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8:15 FRAMING THE QUESTION IN OPENING 
STATEMENT
Michael L. Goldberg, Fried Rogers Goldberg LLC, 
Atlanta

9:00 MAKING THE RIGHT ARGUMENT TO THE 
RIGHT JURY
Jerome J. “Jerry” Froelich, Jr., McKenney and 
Froelich, Attorneys at Law, Atlanta

9:45 CLOSING ARGUMENTS – HOW TO TELL 
A STORY
L. Chris Stewart, Stewart Trial Attorneys, Atlanta

10:30 BREAK

10:45 PANEL DISCUSSION: HOT TIPS FOR TRYING 
JURY CASES FROM CRIMINAL LAWYERS WHO 
DO IT A LOT
Brian Steel, The Steel Law Firm, P.C., Atlanta
Joseph S. Habachy, Joe S. Habachy, PC, Attorney 
at Law, Atlanta
Lawrence J. Zimmerman, The Law Office of 
Lawrence J. Zimmerman, Atlanta

11:45 LUNCH

12:15 PANEL DISCUSSION: TRIAL JUDGE’S 
PERSPECTIVE: WHAT DIVORCE LAWYERS 
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT JURY TRIALS
Hon. Rebecca Crumrine Rieder, Judge, Fulton 
County Superior Court, Atlanta
Hon. Ural D.L. Glanville, Judge, Fulton County 
Superior Court, Atlanta
Hon. Kimberly A. Childs, Judge, Cobb County 
Superior Court, Marietta 
Hon. LaTisha Dear Jackson, Judge, DeKalb County 
Superior Court, Decatur
Hon. Christopher S. Brasher, Judge, Fulton County 
Superior Court, Atlanta
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APPELLATE JUDGE’S PERSPECTIVE
Hon. Stephen Louis A. Dillard, Presiding Judge, 
Georgia Court of Appeals, Atlanta 
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Appeals, Atlanta
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OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE AN OPENING STATEMENT.  

OPENING STATEMENT
 BY MR. GOLDBERG FOR THE STATE

MR. GOLDBERG:  ON BEHALF OF MYSELF AND MY 

CO-COUNSEL, RACHEL TYLER, AND JACCOLAH JOHNSON, I'D LIKE 

TO THANK Y'ALL FOR TAKING TIME OUT OF Y'ALL'S BUSY 

SCHEDULES TO BE HERE FOR THE TRIAL OF THIS CASE.  I KNOW 

THERE IS A LOT OF PLACES YOU WOULD RATHER BE.  JURY 

SERVICE IS DIFFICULT, TO BE HERE AND PARTICIPATE IN THE 

PROCESS.  IT DOESN'T WORK WITHOUT Y'ALL.  WE NEED Y'ALL 

TO GET THIS CASE RESOLVED FOR US.  

SO, I WILL MAKE A PROMISE TO YOU.  I AM NOT GOING TO 

WASTE YOUR TIME.  WE ARE NOT GOING TO WASTE YOUR TIME.  

WE ARE GOING TO PRESENT A VERY EFFICIENT CASE, AND WE ARE 

GOING TO CALL JUST THE WITNESSES YOU NEED TO HEAR FROM, 

GIVE YOU JUST THE EVIDENCE THAT YOU NEED.  AND BY DOING 

THAT, WE ARE GOING TO PUSH THIS CASE TO BE DONE BY THE 

END OF THIS WEEK.  I THIN, IT'LL PROBABLY BE IN YOUR 

HANDS BY THE END OF THE DAY THURSDAY.  

NOW, AS YOU NOTICE, JACCOLAH JOHNSON IS NOT HERE IN 

THE COURTROOM.  MS. TYLER IS HERE.  SHE HAS BEEN 

APPOINTED AS A CONSERVATOR AND GUARDIAN OF MS. JOHNSON.  

WHAT HAPPENS IS, WHEN YOU HAVE A VERY SEVERE BRAIN 

INJURY, LIKE WHAT HAPPENED IN THIS ACCIDENT, THE COURTS 

GET INVOLVE, AND THEY HAVE TO PUT SOMEBODY UNDER OATH TO 
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MAKE SURE THEY HAVE GOT THE RIGHT PERSON TO BE A 

CONSERVATOR AND GUARDIAN.  SO HER DAUGHTER, RACHEL, IS 

HER CONSERVATOR AND GUARDIAN.  THAT'S WHY SHE'S HERE 

RATHER THAN MS. JOHNSON.  THAT'S WHY THE CASE IS STYLED 

CONSERVATOR AND GUARDIAN.  

BUT YOU DO NEED TO KNOW A LITTLE ABOUT MS. JOHNSON 

TO UNDERSTAND THE CASE.  SO MS. JOHNSON WAS A SCHOOL 

TEACHER DOWN IN PARROTT, GEORGIA, IN SOUTH GEORGIA, WHERE 

SHE GREW UP.  SHE MOVED TO ATLANTA, AND SHE IS ALSO IN 

ATLANTA AND IN CALIFORNIA WITH HER DAUGHTER, RACHEL.  

RACHEL WORKED FOR DELTA, AT THE TIME, SO THEY COULD FLY 

BACK AND FORTH.  THEY WERE TRYING TO FIGURE OUT WHERE 

THEY WERE GOING TO GO.  AND THEY WERE PLANNING, HAD THIS 

INCIDENT NOT OCCURRED, TO BOTH MOVE TO CALIFORNIA 

TOGETHER AND TO STAY THERE PERMANENTLY.  BUT, 

UNFORTUNATELY, THAT DIDN'T HAPPEN.  

MS. JOHNSON IS 66 YEARS OLD AT THE TIME OF THIS 

INCIDENT.  SHE IS A VERY SPIRITUAL PERSON.  SHE WAS VERY 

INVOLVED IN HER CHURCH.  SHE GOT TO GO TO THE SENIOR 

LIVING CENTER HERE IN ATLANTA AND TO HANG OUT WITH PEOPLE 

THERE, THE SENIORS.  AND SHE -- SHE ENJOYED LIFE VERY 

MUCH.  SHE WAS AN AVID READER.  AND, OBVIOUSLY, SHE WAS 

VERY CLOSE TO HER DAUGHTER, BUT SHE HAD SOME PROBLEMS.  

SHE HAD SOME PROBLEMS. 

SHE HAD A HEART ATTACK PREVIOUSLY, AND SHE HAD 
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STENTS PUT IN.  SHE WAS ON BLOOD THINNERS.  SHE HAD 

DIABETES.  SHE HAD PAIN AND SWELLING IN HER LEGS.  SHE 

HAD ISSUES WITH MOBILITY.  AND SO, SHE WAS ONE OF THOSE 

PEOPLE THAT APPLIED TO THE MARTA MOBILITY BUS TO BE ABLE 

TO TRANSPORT HER AROUND BECAUSE SHE COULDN'T RIDE THE 

REGULAR BUS.  

NOW, HERE IS WHERE THE PROCESS WORKS:  YOU HAVE TO 

SUBMIT AN APPLICATION.  NOT ONLY IS IT YOUR WORD, YOU 

HAVE GOT TO HAVE A DOCTOR SUBMIT AN APPLICATION ALSO FOR 

YOU LAYING OUT WHAT YOUR PROBLEMS ARE.  AND THE PROBLEMS 

FOR HER WERE DECREASED MOBILITY AND ISSUES GETTING 

AROUND.  AND MARTA, THEN THEY LOOK AT YOUR APPLICATION.  

AND IF THEY SAY, YOU KNOW, IT'S NOT BAD ENOUGH, YOU CAN 

STILL RIDE THE REGULAR BUS, THEY CAN DENY YOU.  THEY CAN 

SAY, WE ARE GOING TO DENY YOU.  THEN THERE IS AN APPEAL 

PROCESS TO GO THROUGH.  

WELL, THEY SAW MS. JOHNSON'S APPLICATION.  THEY SAW 

WHAT HER DOCTOR HAD WRITTEN, AND THEY SAID, YEAH, YOU 

QUALIFIED FOR THIS MOBILITY BUS.  EVERY PERSON THAT RIDES 

IN THE MOBILITY BUS HAS TO GO THROUGH THIS CERTIFICATION 

PROCESS, AND THEY HAVE TO BE CERTIFIED BY THE DOCTOR.  

AND THEY ARE ALL DISABLED.  THEY ALL HAVE SOME TYPE OF 

DISABILITY THAT KEEPS THEM FROM BEING ABLE TO RIDE THE 

REGULAR BUS.  THAT'S WHY THEY HAVE THESE MOBILITY BUSES.  

NOW, YOU ARE DEALING WITH A VERY VULNERABLE 
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POPULATION HERE, OBVIOUSLY.  PEOPLE THAT CAN'T GET AROUND 

WELL.  THEY ARE DISABLED.  AND THERE IS ONE VERY 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RULE THAT THESE COMPANIES FOLLOW 

WHENEVER A PERSON IS GETTING OFF THE BUS, WHEN A PERSON 

IS EXITING THE BUS.  AND THAT IS, THE BUS DRIVER HAS TO 

GET UP, GET OUT OF HIS OR HER SEAT, GO TO THE PERSON, AND 

SAY: HOW CAN I ASSIST YOU, NOT DO YOU NEED HELP, CAN I 

HELP YOU.  BUT HOW CAN I ASSIST YOU.  

IF THE PERSON SAYS, LET ME TRY TO DO IT ON MY OWN, 

THEY REFUSE ASSISTANCE, YOU STILL HAVE TO SHADOW THEM 

DOWN THE STEPS.  AND THE REASON FOR THAT IS THE DRIVER IS 

THEIR SAFETY NET.  THESE PEOPLE ARE VERY PRONE TO FALL.  

AND IF THEY FALL, BECAUSE OF ALL THEIR MEDICAL 

CONDITIONS, SUCH AS BEING ON BLOOD THINNERS, LIKE 

MS. JOHNSON WAS ON, THEY CAN GET HURT REALLY BADLY.  

AND SO, THAT IS THE ONE SAFETY RULE THAT THE 

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY FOLLOWS.  IT'S CALLED "MOBILITY 

SERVICES."  YOU ARE GOING TO HEAR THE TERM "PARATRANSIT 

SERVICES."  IT'S ALL THE SAME THING.  IT'S PEOPLE WHO ARE 

DISABLED AND RIDE THESE SMALLER BUSES.  YOU ARE GOING TO 

HEAR THAT MARTA HAD WRITTEN PROCEDURES, AND THE WRITTEN 

PROCEDURE SAYS, IF THE CUSTOMER REFUSES ASSISTANCE, STAND 

NEARBY WHEN THE CUSTOMER IS GETTING ON OR OFF THE 

VEHICLE, POSITION YOURSELF SO YOU CAN CATCH THE PERSON'S 

ARM IF THEY BEGIN TO FALL.  AND, AGAIN, THAT'S THE 
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STANDARD WAY THAT IT'S DONE IN THE INDUSTRY, AND THAT WAS 

MARTA'S WRITTEN POLICY.  

NOW, MARTA IS GOING TO SAY, WELL, THAT WAS OUR 

WRITTEN POLICY, BUT THAT'S NOT WHAT WE ACTUALLY DID.  WE 

TOLD OUR DRIVERS, YOU CAN ASK THEM IF THEY NEED HELP.  

AND IF THEY SAY, NO, YOU DON'T HAVE TO GET UP OUT OF YOUR 

SEAT.  YOU DON'T HAVE TO DO ANYTHING.  THAT'S JUST OUR 

WRITTEN PROCEDURES.  THOSE ARE GUIDELINES.  IT IS TOTALLY 

WITHIN THE DISCRETION OF THE DRIVER WHETHER TO FOLLOW 

THOSE OR NOT.  IT DOESN'T MATTER, EITHER WAY.  

WE HAVE AN EXPERT WHO IS GOING TO TESTIFY, DOUG 

CROSS, WHO IS A NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION EXPERT.  HE HAS 

BEEN IN THE PARATRANSIT INDUSTRY FOR 30 YEARS.  HE HAS 

BEEN BOTH, DEFENDED PARATRANSIT COMPANY WHO HAS BEEN 

SUED.  HE HAS ALSO TAKEN UP CASES WHEN HE THINKS THERE IS 

AN INJUSTICE THAT'S BEEN DONE ON THE SIDE OF THE PERSON 

INJURED.  HE IS GOING TO COME TESTIFY, AND HE WILL SAY, 

LOOK, THIS IS THE INDUSTRY'S STANDARD.  THIS IS THE WAY 

IT'S DONE.  YOU STAND UP EVERY SINGLE TIME, YOU GO NEXT 

TO THE PERSON, YOU SHADOW THEM DOWN THE STAIRS, AND THE 

DRIVER IS THE SAFETY NET.  THAT'S WHAT THE DRIVER IS 

THERE FOR.  THAT'S THE WAY IT'S DONE THROUGHOUT THE 

INDUSTRY.  

NOW, MARTA WILL HAVE NO ONE, NO EXPERT FROM ANY 

PARATRANSIT COMPANY ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES THAT'S 
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GOING TO TESTIFY.  THEY WILL HAVE NO EXPERT TO COME UP 

HERE AND SAY, HEY, THE WAY WE DID IT WAS THE RIGHT WAY TO 

DO IT.  IT'S CUSTOMARY.  THIS IS INDUSTRY STANDARD.  THIS 

IS THE WAY IT'S BEING DONE ELSEWHERE -- NOT ONE EXPERT.  

I WANT TO MAKE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND, THEY WILL HAVE 

NOBODY, OTHER THAN MARTA PEOPLE, THEY WILL HAVE NOBODY 

COME IN FROM ANY OTHER PLACE TO SAY THAT WHAT THEY WERE 

DOING WAS THE RIGHT THING.  

NOW, THERE IS ANOTHER ANGLE TO THIS CASE, ALSO, THAT 

WE HAVE TO GO THROUGH.  WE HAVE TO GO THROUGH SORT OF THE 

HISTORY OF THIS BUS.  SO FOR YEARS MARTA HAD USED A 

26-FOOT BUS FOR THE MOBILITY SERVICES.  THE 26-FOOT BUS 

IS MANUFACTURED BY A COMPANY CALLED "INTERNATIONAL."    

INTERNATIONAL BUS, I GUESS, IS THE NAME OF THE COMPANY.  

THIS 26-FOOT BUS HAD THREE STEPS UP, THREE STEPS UP.  

SO THE PERSON WOULD HAVE HANDRAILS.  THEY WILL WALK THREE 

STEPS UP, AND THEY WILL BE ON A FLAT, LEVEL SURFACE.  AND  

YOU CAN WALK TO THE BACK.  THAT'S THE WAY IT'S BEEN DONE 

FOR YEARS.  AND THEN IN 2014, THEY DECIDED, HEY, WE WANT 

TO GET A SMALLER BUS.  I AM NOT SURE WHY.  THEY DECIDED 

TO GET THESE SMALLER BUSES, AND THEY GOT A DIFFERENT 

CONFIGURATION FOR THE STEPS.  SO I WANT TO SHOW YOU THIS 

CONFIGURATION.  

IF YOU WILL PULL UP EXHIBIT 08.02.  IF YOU CAN FLIP 

IT AROUND FOR US.  
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SO THIS IS THE CONFIGURATION OF THE MARTA MOBILITY 

BUS.  NOW, THESE ARE BUSES FOR DISABLED PEOPLE.  THERE IS 

TWO STEPS UP, AND THEN YOU HAVE TO TURN TO THE LEFT AND 

GO UP ANOTHER STEP.  NOW, THAT'S GETTING ONTO THE BUS.  

AND IF YOU CAN PULL UP EXHIBIT 8.16.  

NO, THAT'S NOT IT.  08.12.  

SORRY.  THAT'S WHY I HAVE SOMEBODY HERE HELPING ME.  

SO YOU WILL SEE THAT THIS IS WHEN YOU ARE EXITING 

THE BUS.  YOU WILL NOTICE A COUPLE OF THINGS.  FIRST OF 

ALL, MARTA PUTS THEIR BREEZE CARD AND THEIR 

FARE-COLLECTION THING ON THE LEFT HANDRAIL.  SO A PERSON 

CAN'T USE THE LEFT HANDRAILS.  THE PERSON, INSTEAD, HAS 

TO GO TO THE RIGHT WHERE THERE IS JUST A POLE, AND THEY 

ARE GOING TO MAKE A STEP DOWN.  THE LANDING HERE ON THE 

RIGHT-HAND SIDE WHERE THE NEXT STEP BEGINS IS SUCH THAT 

WHEN YOU ARE HOLDING THAT POLE, YOU CAN'T STEP DOWN WITH 

YOUR RIGHT FOOT BECAUSE YOU ARE GOING TO STEP ONTO THE 

NEXT STEP AND GO OUT.  

THE ONLY WAY THAT YOU CAN STEP DOWN IS TO GO WITH 

YOUR LEFT FOOT, HOLDING ONTO WITH YOUR HAND TO THE RIGHT 

POLE, THEN SWINGING AROUND LIKE THIS (INDICATING).  

AGAIN, THIS IS THE BUS THAT MARTA DESIGNED.  YOU ARE 

GOING TO HEAR FROM MR. HASTY.  WE TOOK HIS DEPOSITION 

LAST WEEK.  MARTA WANTED TO GO UP TO SOUTH BEND, INDIANA, 

WHO IS THE MANUFACTURER OF THE BUS, THE COMPLIANCE 
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PERSON.  SO WE WERE TOLD ABOUT HIM LAST WEEK.  WE WENT UP 

AND TOOK HIS DEPOSITION LAST WEEK.  AND HE IS GOING TO 

TELL YOU BY VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION THAT MARTA PROVIDED ALL 

THE SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS AND THE DESIGN FOR 

THIS SYSTEM.  THEY GAVE IT TO THEM AND THEN THEY 

MANUFACTURED IT THE WAY THAT MARTA WANTED IT TO BE.  

NOW, YOU ARE GOING TO HEAR THAT IS, QUOTE-UNQUOTE, 

ADA COMPLIANT, BUT THERE ARE NO REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE 

ADA FOR HOW THE STEPS ARE.  THE STEP CAN BE ANY SIZE, 

HEIGHT, OR SHAPE UNDER THE ADA.  AND THIS IS THE ONE THAT 

MARTA CHOSE FOR THEIR DISABLED PASSENGERS.  SO YOU'VE GOT 

THAT ISSUE ABOUT THIS IS THE BUS THAT JACCOLAH JOHNSON 

WAS ON.  

NOW, JACCOLAH JOHNSON HAD RIDDEN THE BUS WITH THE 

THREE STEPS.  AND SHE HAD RIDDEN THAT BUS IN THE PAST 

ALSO.  AND ON THIS DAY, JANUARY 24, 2016, SHE WAS COMING 

BACK FROM MCDONALD'S, AND SHE HAD -- SHE HAD GOTTEN HER 

MCDONALD'S BAG.  SHE HAD HER PURSE.  SHE HAD HER BIBLE 

THAT SHE CARRIES WITH HER EVERYWHERE, AND HER COAT.  

SHE GETS ONTO THE BUS -- NOW, WE DON'T KNOW EXACTLY 

HOW SHE GETS ON THE BUS.  THERE IS SURVEILLANCE VIDEOS 

THAT ARE ALL OVER THE MARTA BUS IN DIFFERENT ANGLES, 

DIFFERENT CAMERA ANGLES, SO YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE THEM.  

THERE HAS BEEN TESTIMONY FROM MARTA'S PEOPLE THAT THEY 

HAD THE COMPLETE LOOP FROM THE TIME SHE GOT ON TO THE 
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TIME SHE GOT OFF.  FOR SOME REASON, ALL THE FOOTAGE FROM 

WHEN SHE GOT ON IS GONE.  MARTA CAN'T FIND IT ANYMORE.  

IT'S DISAPPEARED.  

SO, INSTEAD, THE RIDE STARTS IN THE VERY MIDDLE OF 

THE RIDE WHEN SHE IS ALREADY ON THE BUS GETTING READY TO 

GET DROPPED OFF AT HER HOUSE.  OF COURSE, THIS IS ONE OF 

THE WORST INJURIES YOU CAN HAVE IN AN INCIDENT.  AND THE 

QUESTION IS:  WHERE IS THAT EXTRA MARTA FOOTAGE?  

NOW, WHERE IT STARTS, WE ARE GOING TO PLAY THE VERY 

BEGINNING OF IT SO YOU SEE WHERE IT STARTS AT.  WE ARE 

GOING TO SKIP FORWARD ABOUT FIVE OR SIX MINUTES, BECAUSE 

NOTHING REALLY HAPPENS IN THAT FIVE OR SIX MINUTES.  AND 

THEN WE ARE GOING TO PLAY THE REST OF THE VIDEO, AND YOU 

ARE GOING TO SEE THAT JACCOLAH JOHNSON IS VERY TALKATIVE.  

SHE LOVES TO TALK.  SHE AIN'T NEVER MET A STRANGER.  

THE BUS DRIVER HAD NEVER DRIVEN HER BEFORE.  SHE IS 

TALKING TO HER THE ENTIRE TIME, I MEAN, ABOUT EVERY 

LITTLE THING, ABOUT THE FACT THAT SHE WAS A NOTARY PUBLIC 

AT ONE TIME, AND SHE COULD DO THIS.  AND SHE COULD DO 

THAT.  YOU ARE GOING TO HEAR HER TALKING NONSTOP, BECAUSE 

SHE'S NEVER REALLY MET A STRANGER.  

NOW, THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THIS BUS DRIVER HAS EVER 

MET HER.  THE BUS DRIVER'S NAME IS TYLICA TAYLOR.  FIRST 

TIME SHE'S EVER MET HER.  THEY GET TO HER HOUSE, THE BUS 

STOPS, AND MS. JOHNSON IS PICKING UP ALL OF HER THINGS.  
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NOW, WHILE SHE'S DOING THAT, THE BUS DRIVER NEVER GETS 

OUT OF HER SEAT, NEVER TAKES OFF HER SEAT BELT.  SHE IS 

SITTING IN HER SEAT, AND SHE SAYS:  CAN I HELP YOU WITH, 

AND MS. JOHNSON CUTS HER OFF AND SAYS, I AM JUST GETTING 

ALL MY THINGS TOGETHER.  AND SHE STARTS SAYING -- SAYS A 

COUPLE OTHER THINGS, PRAISE THE LORD AND THANK YOU FOR 

THIS RIDE, AND ALL THIS OTHER STUFF.  BUT THAT'S WHAT SHE 

SAYS.  

NOW, THE BUS DRIVER NEVER GETS OUT OF THE SEAT.  

NEVER GETS UP.  NEVER GOES TO CHECK ON HER, NEVER SAYS 

ANOTHER WORD TO HER.  SHE IS FILLING OUT HER MANIFEST 

SHEET LOOKING DOWN.  

MS. JOHNSON GRABS ON TO THE RIGHT POLE, WHICH IS 

WHAT SHE HAS TO HOLD ON TO.  SHE'S GOT IN HER HAND, IN 

HER LEFT HAND, SHE'S GOT HER MCDONALD'S FOOD.  SHE'S GOT 

HER PURSE AROUND HER ARM.  SHE'S GOT THE HOLY BIBLE 

TUCKED UNDER HER SHOULDER LIKE THIS (INDICATING).  SHE'S 

GOT HER COAT ON THIS ARM.  AND THIS IS TOO MANY THINGS 

FOR A PERSON TO BE CARRYING.  IT'S TOO MANY THINGS.  

AND THEN SHE'S HOLDING ON TO THIS RIGHT POLE.  SHE 

TRIES TO MANEUVER THE LEFT FOOT, THEN IT ROLLS.  SHE 

MISSES IT.  AND IT'S BECAUSE THIS POLE RIGHT HERE, IT'S 

NOT A HANDRAIL, IT SWINGS HER OUT THE DOOR.  AND SHE 

SWINGS OUT, GOES DOWN ALL THE STEPS, HITS THE BACK OF HER 

HEAD ON THE CONCRETE CURB, AND IT'S HORRIBLE.  I MEAN, 
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IT'S HORRIBLE.  

THE DAMAGES IN THE CASE, YOU KNOW, IT'S AS BAD AS IT 

GETS.  THEY TAKE HER TO GRADY.  THEY ARE DOING C.T. 

SCANS.  THEY FIND OUT THAT SHE'S GOT BLEEDING ON THE 

BRAIN.  THEY RUSH HER INTO SURGERY.  THEY DO SURGERY.  IT 

GETS WORSE AND, YOU KNOW, SHE NEVER RECOVERS.  I MEAN, 

SHE NEVER BECOMES RESPONSIVE.  SHE IS PUT IN A FACILITY.  

SHE IS IN A FACILITY TODAY.  SHE NEEDS HELP WITH EVERY -- 

EVERY ASPECT OF HER LIFE.  SHE NEEDS HELP.  SHE IS FED 

THROUGH A FEEDING TUBE.  SHE WEARS A DIAPER.  SHE HAS 

LOST ALL THINGS THAT MAKE A PERSON HUMAN.  

THE DAMAGES REALLY AREN'T DISPUTED.  I MEAN, THIS IS 

A $25 MILLION CASE, AND THAT'S WHAT WE ARE GOING TO ASK 

FOR IN CLOSING.  IT IS A HORRIBLE INJURY.  THERE IS 

NOTHING WORSE THAT CAN HAPPENING TO YOU.  AND YOU REALLY 

HAVE TO WEIGH -- I MEAN, OTHER THAN DEATH, I AM NOT 

REALLY SURE ABOUT THAT.  I MEAN, IT IS THAT BAD OF AN 

INJURY.  AND THAT'S REALLY NOT WHY YOU ARE HERE.  

THE REASON YOU ARE HERE IS TO FIGURE OUT WHY DID SHE 

HIT HER HEAD ON THAT CONCRETE CURB.  WHY IS IT THAT SHE 

WAS ALLOWED TO GO ALL THE WAY DOWN AND HIT HER HEAD ON 

THAT CONCRETE CURB?  

IT'S OUR POSITION BECAUSE MARTA DIDN'T FOLLOW THAT 

SAFETY RULE, BECAUSE MARTA DIDN'T HAVE THE BUS DRIVER UP 

OUT OF THE SEAT.  MARTA DIDN'T FOLLOW THE INDUSTRY 
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STANDARDS THAT OUR EXPERT, DOUG CROSS, IS GOING TO SAY 

EVERYONE IN THE INDUSTRY DOES IT THIS WAY.  IT'S THE WAY 

IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE DONE.  IT'S WHY THE BUS DRIVER HAS 

TO GET UP.  

AND WE JUST DON'T THINK THAT'S RIGHT.  WE DO NOT 

THINK WHAT HAPPENED HERE IS RIGHT.  MARTA SAYS:  WE DID 

NOTHING WRONG.  THIS IS THE WAY WE DO BUSINESS.  THIS IS 

THE WAY WE ARE GOING TO KEEP DOING BUSINESS.  THERE IS 

NOTHING WRONG WITH -- WE TAKE ZERO RESPONSIBILITY.  IT'S 

100 PERCENT THE FAULT OF MS. JOHNSON.  

BUT WHY DID HER HEAD HIT THAT CURB?  AND THAT'S WHAT 

YOUR VERDICT WILL SAY.  THANK YOU.  

THE COURT:  ALL RIGHT.  DEFENSE?  

OPENING STATEMENT
BY MR. SCARBROUGH FOR THE DEFENDANT

MR. SCARBROUGH:  LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, MY NAME IS 

JIMMY SCARBROUGH, AND I AM PLEASED TO REPRESENT MARTA IN 

THIS CASE.  

THIS IS ONE OF THE SADDEST CASES I HAVE EVER BEEN 

INVOLVED WITH.  WHAT HAPPENED WITH MS. JOHNSON FALLING 

OUT OF THE BUS AND BEING INJURED IS HORRIFIC.  IT'S 

TRAGIC.  AND MY HEART BREAKS FOR MS. JOHNSON AND FOR HER 

DAUGHTER, AND FOR HER FAMILY OF WHAT HAPPENED TO HER.  

BUT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, BAD THINGS HAPPEN TO GOOD 

PEOPLE.  GOOD PEOPLE MAKE MISTAKES.  AND, UNFORTUNATELY, 
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JERRY FROELICH
McKenney and Froelich
1360 Peachtree Street

One Midtown Plaza, Suite 910
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Telephone: 404-881-1111
Facsimile: 404-881-8040

Email:  jerryfroelich@comcast.net 

Preparation of a Closing Argument

I. INITIAL PREPARATION 

Preparation for your closing argument begins as soon as the client

hires you.  At the first meeting take no notes - just let the client talk and let the

client get comfortable with you and you with the client.  At subsequent meetings

you need to get the following information concerning the client:1

A. Why does the client need the assistance of an attorney?

B. Where born.

C. Family Background - wife, children, parents, brother, sisters.

D. Where lives and has lived.

E. Education

F. Employment History

G. Military History

1Have the client write an extensive biography.  Tell the client too much
information is better then too little.
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H. Life Events

I. Relatives and Friends

J. Charities and social background

K. Financial background

L. Client’s version of events

M. What witnesses client believes support client’s verison and how.

N. What witnesses client believes will contradict his/her version and
why

O. Possible character witnesses

P. Medical History

Q. Do your own investigation of client’s background, spouse’s
background, witnesses’ background.

1. Social Media
2. Newspaper articles
3. Arrests/convictions
4. Financial

R. What result is the client seeking and why?

S. Decide what kind of witness the client will make. 

T. Do I need expert witnesses?

U. Character witnesses vs. Bad character witnesses

V. Start to develop the potential theory of your case.
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II. TRIAL PREPARATION

A. Always first ask yourself how does each fact, document or witness
hurt my case.  How do I deal with the facts, documents or witnesses
that hurt my case.  

B. The second question is how does each fact, witness or document help
my case. 

1. What documents and facts are most important and how does
each document or fact support my case?

2. Which witnesses are most important and how does each
witness support my case?

C. Personally read each document in its entirety.  Talk to each witness. 
Do not rely on others.

D. What portions of the law hurt my case?  What portions of the law
help my case?  Read the entire case not just the portion that helps you
or hurts you.

E. Prepare the defendant to testify for both direct and cross examination. 
Explain to the client the purpose of his testimony and what to avoid
and how to respond to certain questions.  Tell the client if he/she does
not know the answer to the question say so, NEVER GUESS!  How
do I improve the client as a witness?

F. Prepare the direct examination of each witness and prepare the
witness for cross-examination.  Make sure the witness knows why
he/she is being called as a witness and the most important part of
his/her testimony.  Explain to the witness they must repeat that
important portion of his/her testimony as much as possible.

G. Work on the theories of your case.
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III. PICKING THE JURY

What type of juror do I want? 

Get as much information about each juror as you can

A. Where the witness lives

B. Family background

C. Employment History

D. Education

E. Television shows

F. Radio Shows

G. Newspapers

H. Bumper stickers

I. What social groups belong to

J. If it is a high profile case ask the jurors if they know about the case or
the client. 

IV. PRETRIAL PREPARATION

A. Know the judge.  His/her style and how he/she runs his/her
courtroom.

B. Introduce yourself to the court staff.

C. Know the attorney on the other side.  His/her style and favorite
arguments.
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D. Learn as much about the local area where you will be trying the
case.

E. Decide how to dress.  How will the client dress and look during
trial?  

People tend to make decisions on appearances.  Malcolm
Gladwell, who wrote the book Blink, found that when he grew
his hair long - he got more speeding tickets, was pulled out of
security lines at airports, was stopped and questioned by police
and people gave him nasty looks.  Appearances are important,
but be yourself. 

F. Draft and review jury charges prior to trial and review before
Closing Argument. 

G. Prepare the theory and theme of your case.

H. Prepare your Opening Statement. 

1. Explain who you are and who your client is.

2. Explain to the jurors why they are there.

3. Give the jurors a preview of your case - put forth your
version of the facts and legal theories.  

4. Explain terms the jurors may not be familiar with.  

5. Never make a promise you cannot keep!

6. Do not read your Opening Argument.

V. CLOSING ARGUMENT

A. Do not read your Closing Argument to the Jury?
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B. Address the weaknesses of your case.

C. Deal with the facts that hurt you.

D. Speak in everyday language.

E. Contrast your case with the opponent’s case.

F. Place emphasis on the facts that help you - tell the jury why
each fact supports your case.

G. Be yourself - don’t try to be someone else.

H. Tell the jury who has the burden of proof.

I. Give the jury an example or story they will be able to relate to
that supports your theory of the case.

J. Be prepared to rebut your opponent’s arguments.

K. Use your own style and language.

L. End with your strongest point.

M. Make sure you tell the jurors the result that you want.

N. Your closing must bring together what happened before the
trial and what happened during the trial.

O. Also try to determine which juror or jurors will be most
forceful in juror deliberations and try to have some portion of
your argument aimed at them.
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JEROME J FROELICH JR
McKenney and Froelich
1360 Peachtree Street

One Midtown Plaza, Suite 910
Telephone 404-881-1111
Facsimile 404-881-4080

Email jerryfroelich@comcast.net   

Jerome J. Froelich Jr., known as “Jerry”, is a successful and experienced trial
attorney who specializes in criminal and civil trials and appeals.  Jerry has
represented a wide variety of clients, with emphasis on corporations and
professionals, including physicians, attorneys, accountants, officers and directors
of corporations, against allegations of mail fraud, wire fraud, RICO, tax fraud,
securities fraud, health care fraud, government contract fraud, antitrust violations
and mortgage fraud.  Jerry has also represented individuals charged with murder,
child pornography and drug offenses.  Jerry has briefed, argued and won numerous
cases in various United States Circuit Courts of Appeals and the Georgia Supreme
Court.  In his career Jerry has won over 100 jury trials.  He has represented
defendants in courts in 40 states and the District of Columbia.  Jerry has
represented plaintiffs in numerous civil cases including, but not limited to, civil
RICO cases and Quitam actions.

Some of Jerry’s Recent Representations

In 2019, Jerry represented a defendant in the United States v. Garkusha et
al, in the District Court for the Eastern District of New York, who was charged in
a conspiracy alleging $500 million of insider trading.  Jerry’s client received a
sentence of three years probation.  In DeKalb County he is representing the
President of Golf Cart World against RICO charges in State of Georgia v. Aaron
Lamar Chambers, et al, and an individual charged with aggravated assault on his
wife.  Jerry expects both DeKalb County cases to go to trial in late 2019.  Jerry is
also presently representing a Columbus, Georgia attorney against charges of
defrauding clients of over two million dollars.  He is representing the owner of an
insurance agency against criminal charges of insurance fraud. 

In February 2018 Jerry won the dismissal of drug conspiracy charges
against his client in United States v. Coney, et al.   Jerry represented the president
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of a defense contracting firm indicted in the Middle District of Georgia, United
States v. Williams, et al., for paying an $880,000 bribe to obtain United States
Department of Defense contracts.  The Pre Sentence Report recommended twenty
years.  Mr. Williams received a five year sentence.  Jerry also represented the
defendant in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Maryland,
United States v. Peterson.  Mr. Peterson was charged with defrauding a series of
companies of over $6 million dollars.  Jerry negotiated a five year sentence.  

In 2017 Jerry convinced the Forsyth County District Attorney in Forsyth
Georgia not to indict his client who was charged with obtaining prescriptions for
opioids from numerous doctors.  He also convinced the United States Attorney in
Atlanta not to charge his client, a well known physician, with medicaid/medicare
fraud but rather to resolve the matter as a civil case.  In United States v. Rao Jerry
persuaded the United States Attorney’s office in Chattanooga, Tennessee to agree
to a 37 month sentence for his client indicted for importing kilos of MDA and gun
charges.  Jerry convinced the Security and Exchange Commission to drop criminal
and civil investigations of two of his clients, one in Los Angeles and the other in
Atlanta.  Jerry also convinced the New Jersey United States Attorney’s office to
decline to prosecute an Atlanta corporation and its executives, who were the
targets of a grand jury investigation concerning allegations of computer fraud. 
Jerry was able to have his client’s involuntary manslaughter and distribution of
drug charges dismissed in State of Georgia v. Kunkle.      

In 2016 Jerry convinced the District Court to sentence his client, a
stockbroker charged with insider trading, to pay a $25,000 fine and two years
probation rather than the 3 year prison sentence sought by the government.  Jerry
also convinced the Gwinnett County District Attorney’s office to reduce felony
animal cruelty charges against Atlanta Falcons linebacker Prince Shembo to a
misdemeanor.  In Douglas County, Jerry negotiated a 90 day sentence of time
served for felony vehicular homicide and other charges in State of Georgia v.
Akingbe. 

A Sample of Jerry’s Other Trials

In 2015 Jerry acquitted the former University of Georgia head football
coach Jim Donnan in the United States District Court in Athens, Georgia.  Coach
Donnan was charged with 41 felonies for his alleged involvement in a 82 million
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dollar Ponzi scheme.   It was the first not guilty verdict in that court in ten years.  

Jerry won the acquittal of all charges, including felony murder, of his client
in State of Georgia v. Ra Wu in a trial in Gwinnett County Superior Court.  Jerry
defended former Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell in United States v. Bill Campbell. 
After a six week trial, Mayor Campbell was acquitted of all RICO, extortion and
bribery charges.  Mayor Campbell was only convicted of one count of income tax
evasion.  

In United States v. Mac Wilbon, et al., Jerry represented a prominent Atlanta
businessman charged, with four co-defendants, of paying $2 million dollars in
bribes to the Commissioner of the Atlanta Airport.  Jerry’s client was acquitted of
all 35 counts.  All other defendants were convicted of all counts.  Jerry’s closing
argument in that case is quoted in the book In The Interest Of Justice, which
features “the great opening and closing arguments of the last 100 years”.  In State
of Ohio v. Larry Lomaz, Jerry won the acquittal of Larry Lomaz, the President of
Midwest Fireworks, on all 30 counts charging the illegal sale of explosives. 

In United States v. Charles Willis, the jury acquitted Jerry’s client of six
charges and was unable to reach a verdict on the remaining charge.  The remaining
charge was dismissed by the government.  The charges involved 800 kilos of
cocaine seized in a vehicle in the driveway of Mr. Willis’ home.  In State of
Georgia v. Ora Curry, Jerry won a not guilty verdict for his client charged with
possession with the intent to distribute 5 kilograms of cocaine which were seized
from the trunk of the automobile Mr. Curry was driving. 

In United States v. Sullivan et al., the jury found Jerry’s client not guilty of
all charges involving the interstate transportation of over three million dollar of
stolen property.  That same year he won acquittals in two trials of clients charged
with child molestation in the Superior Court of DeKalb County, Georgia.  Jerry
also won an acquittal of his client charged with extortion and income tax evasion
in United States v. Victor Dante.

Jerry defended Atlanta attorney Fred Tokars on both federal drug charges
and state charges for murdering his wife Sara.  While Mr. Tokars was convicted,
Jerry was able to convince the jury in the murder trial to sentence Mr. Tokars to
life with the opportunity for parole rather than the death penalty.  The Tokars’
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trials were the subject of the book “Secrets Never Lie” and subject of an episode
of the TV show American Justice. 

A Sample of Jerry’s Appellate Victories In Criminal Cases

In 2011 Jerry won the reversal of two federal criminal convictions in the
Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals; United States v. Kottwitz, et al., a tax fraud
case, and United States v. Les Rector, et al., the largest mortgage fraud case in the
United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia.  

Besides the above victories, some of Jerry’s other appellate victories are;
Jerry convinced the Georgia Supreme Court in State of Georgia v. McKinney, 647
S. E. 2d 44 (2007) to dismiss a 29 count indictment charging Jerry’s client with
felony violations of Georgia’s Ethics in Government Act.  In Emmanuel v. State of
Georgia, 403 S. E. 2d. 899 (1991), Jerry changed the law of entrapment in
Georgia.  In United States v. $38,000, 816 F. 2d. 1538 (11th Cir. 1987), Jerry
changed federal criminal forfeiture procedures.  In United States v. Copeland, 591
F. 3d. 1340 (11th Cir. 1998) Jerry limited the government’s use of 18 U.S.C.§ 666.  
Hughes v. Bowers, 893 F. 2d. 348 (11th Cir. 1989), set the standard of review
concerning exculpatory evidence in criminal cases. 

Jerry’s Ability To Negotiate

Jerry’s success in trials and in the appellate courts gives Jerry leverage with
both state and federal prosecutors when they are deciding whether to charge
Jerry’s client or what deal to offer the client.  Below are some examples of Jerry’s
ability to negotiate with prosecutors.

In January 2014 Jerry defended Robert J. Maegerle, a senior engineer at
Dupont Coporation, charged in the Northern District of California, United States
v. Walter Liew et al., with conspiracy to sell to the Chinese government DuPont’s
trade secrets concerning Titanium Dioxide.  After a sixteen week trial all
defendants were convicted.  The co-defendants received a fifteen year prison
sentences.  After the trial, Jerry negotiated a deal wherein in exchange for his
client dismissing his motion for a new trial and agreeing not to appeal his
conviction the government recommended a four year sentence.  The district court
sentenced Jerry’s client to thirty months. 
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In 2013 Jerry convinced the United States Attorney’s office for the Southern
District of Georgia to decline to prosecute the vice president of a large corporation
after several years of investigating the alleged misappropriation of corporate
assets.  Jerry also convinced the United States Attorney’s office in Tampa not to
prosecute a corporate officer who was the target of a grand jury investigation
concerning bribery.  In State of Florida v. Brantley Jerry convinced the prosecutor
to agree to probation for his client, a convicted felon, who was arrested with
$800,000.00 in cash and 900 pounds of marijuana.

In 2012 Jerry convinced federal prosecutors in Georgia not to charge
doctors he represented in two separate health care fraud investigations.  Jerry also
persuaded the Cobb County District Attorney not to indict his client, the Chairman
of the Board of Directors of the Cobb County Electric Company, who was the
target of a grand jury investigation.  He convinced federal prosecutors not to indict
an executive of a nationwide nonprofit organization who was the target of federal
investigation concerning mail and wire fraud allegations.  Jerry successfully
represented a vice president of an international construction company who was the
target of a federal investigation concerning allegations of bribery and government
contract fraud in Iraq.  Jerry had felony assault charges against NBA star Kwame
Brown reduced to misdemeanors.  Jerry had state drug charges dismissed against
former NFL star running back Jamal Anderson. 

In 2010 United States v. Charles Morehead, Jerry convinced the United
States Attorney’s office in Mississippi to dismiss the RICO indictment against his
client who was charged with a $40 million fraud.  In exchange, Jerry’s client
entered a plea to a false statement charge and received a 15 month sentence.  He
also convinced the Gwinnett County District Attorney’s office to dismiss eight
felony fraud charges against the leader of the Hindu Temple of Georgia and the
DeKalb County District Attorney to dismiss a securities fraud indictment against a
minister.

In 2009 Jerry convinced the United States Attorney for the Northern District
of Iowa not to prosecute the owner of the largest online pharmacy in the United
States.  Eleven doctors and other individuals involved with the pharmacy were
indicted and convicted. 

In 2006 Jerry convinced the United States Attorney’s office for the Eastern
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District of Virginia not to charge his client, who was an officer of an online
prescription drug company.  Several other officers of the corporation were charged
and convicted.   In United States v. Walker, et al., a RICO case, Jerry was able to
negotiate a dismissal of the RICO charges against his client in exchange for her
pleading to a misdemeanor charge and receiving a sentence of two years
probation.  

Jerry represented Baltimore Raven’s star running back Jamal Lewis, who
was charged in federal court in Atlanta with a conspiracy to distribute five
kilograms of cocaine.  Jerry negotiated a 4 month sentence for Mr. Lewis, and
negotiated with the NFL to allow Mr. Lewis to return and play for the Ravens. 
Jerry represented the CEO of a major corporation who was the target of a federal
grand jury investigating a $100 million dollar fraud.  Jerry convinced the
government not to indict his client.  Jerry also defended the Banco de Occidente, a
Columbian bank, against allegations it helped to launder $1.2 billion dollars in
drug money.  Jerry negotiated a deal whereby the bank paid $5 million dollars in
civil penalties in exchange neither the bank nor any of its officers were charged
with any criminal offenses.  Jerry successfully represented the Gulf Power
Company in a federal investigation concerning alleged illegal political campaign
contributions.  He successfully represented the Georgia Power Company in a $146
million tax fraud investigation.  He also successfully represented the Southern
Company in a corrupt foreign practices investigation by the Securities and
Exchange Commission.  

In United States v. Lee, et. al., Jerry represented Ms. Lee, an officer of the
Atlanta branch of an Italian bank, Banco Nationale Lavoro, who was charged with
taking bribes in return for making $3.7 billion dollars in illegal loans to Iraq.  Jerry
was able to negotiate a sentence of probation for Ms. Lee.  Jerry convinced the
United States Attorney in Miami to dismiss a twenty-two count money laundering
indictment against his client, an officer of a major corporation.  That same month
Jerry won summary judgment in the Eastern District of Louisiana in a $13 million
dollar forfeiture brought by the United States against that same client.  In the Gold
Club case, a federal RICO case in the Northern District of Georgia, Jerry
convinced the United States Attorney to dismiss all charges in the indictment
against his client.  
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Jerry’s Successes in Civil Litigation

In 2017, Jerry was one of the attorneys who represented a plaintiff in a
Quitam action which settled for over $200 million dollars.

In other civil litigation Jerry won a $12.5 million dollar settlement in the
civil RICO case of Kleiner and Morosani v. First National Bank of Atlanta, 751 F.
2d. 1193 (11th Cir. 1985).  In 1991 Jerry won a $2.4 million dollar jury verdict
against Marine Midland Bank in the United States District Court in Pittsburgh. 
The above litigation, along with twenty other cases Jerry either won or settled
against major banks, changed the definition of the term “Prime Rate” in the
banking industry.  In 1997 Jerry won a $3 million dollar settlement of scalping
claims against the Atlanta Olympic Committee for overcharging on Olympic event
tickets.  He also won a $2 million dollar settlement from First Union National
Bank for the manner in which it computed interest on checking accounts.  In
United States v. $227,480, a forfeiture action, Jerry won a summary judgment
motion and the return of the cash seized from his client.  In Decatur Auto Center v.
Wachovia Bank, NA, 583 S. E. 2d. 6 (2003), Jerry wrote the brief that changed the
law of conversion in Georgia.  

Jerry’s Background

Jerry was born and raised in Newark, New Jersey, where he attended St.
Benedict’s Prep.  He graduated from Spring Hill College in Mobile, Alabama and
from Seton Hall University School of Law in Newark.  He is a former Assistant
Essex County Prosecutor in Newark, and a former Assistant United States
Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia.  While he was a federal prosecutor,
the Justice Department appointed Jerry as a Special Assistant United States
Attorney for the District of South Dakota and later for the Eastern District of
California.

Jerry has spoken to various bar associations, including The American Bar
Association, The Georgia Bar Association, The Georgia Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, The Ohio Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, The
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, and The International Bar
Association.  He has lectured at Emory University School of Law, Georgia State
Law School, University of Georgia School of Law, John Marshall School of Law,
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The Benjamin Cardoza School of Law, Tulane University School of Law and at
Passau University in Germany.

Jerry is featured in several books, including Secrets Never Lie; The
Tallapoosa Pipeline Case; In The Interest Of Justice; Washed In Gold; and The
Godfather of the Night.  Atlanta Magazine annually names Jerry one of the top
criminal defense attorneys in Georgia and has referred to him as “The Defense
Genius”.  Martindale Hubell has given Jerry its highest rating.  Jerry represented a
defendant in the case of United States v. Acceturo, which is featured in the movie
“Find Me Guilty”.  Contrary to the title all defendants were acquitted in that trial. 
Jerry represented the co-defendant in the case which is the basis of the movie “The
Informant”, staring Tom Hanks.  

Jerry is admitted to the State Bars of New Jersey and Georgia.  He is
admitted to practice before Supreme Court of the United States and the First,
Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Eleventh United States Circuit Courts of Appeals.  Jerry
was appointed by the District Court to be President of the Board of Trustees of the
Federal Public Defender Program for the Northern District of Georgia from 1998
to 2000.  In 2016 he was elected  President of the American Board of Criminal
Lawyers, the most prestigious and selective association of criminal defense
attorneys in the United States.  He has served on the panel which appoints the
Fulton County Public Defender in Atlanta.

Jerry’s background also includes the following:

1. Jerry is the former Southeast Vice Chairman, ABA Complex Crime
Committee.

2. He has been an instructor in the State Bar of Georgia’s Continuing
Legal Education Program, Criminal Law, from 1990 to 2017.

3. He was an instructor at the Trial Advocacy Program at Cardoza Law
School, New York, New York from 1990 to 2002.

4. Jerry has been an instructor at the National Institute of Trial
Advocacy.
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5. In 1992 and 2003 Jerry gave the Robert Vance lecture at Tulane
University School of Law.

6. Jerry was an instructor and Member of Faculty at the American Bar
Association's National Institutes: 
A) RICO: The Second Stage
B) Banks Under Attack

7. Jerry was one of five attorneys appointed to the American Bar
Association’s Blue Ribbon Panel Overseeing ABA Post Conviction
Death Penalty Representation Project.

8. Jerry is listed in the "The Best Lawyers in America" and the "National
Directory of Criminal Lawyers".  Atlanta Magazine has named Jerry a
“Super Star Attorney”.

9. Jerry was the first criminal defense attorney invited to teach at the
United States Department of Justice’s Trial Advocacy School in
Columbia, South Carolina.

10. Jerry represented Charles Michael Butler, President Ronald Reagan’s
nominee to be the Chairman of the Federal Energy and Regulatory
Commission, at his hearing before a committee of the United States
Senate.  Mr. Butler was unanimously affirmed by the Senate.    

11. Jerry is the Atlanta counsel for NBA’s Portland Trial Blazers.

12. In October 2017 Jerry lectured at the meeting of the Criminal Law
Section of the International Bar Association in Lisbon Portugal. 
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L. Chris Stewart is Managing Partner and CEO of Stewart Trial 
Attorneys, a personal injury litigation law firm.  Chris handles a 
variety of cases including wrongful death, civil rights, shootings, 
and sexual assaults. Some of his notable results include having 
won the first billion-dollar jury verdict in U.S. history for a rape 
victim, a record $5.1 million negligent security settlement, the 
first $1.5 million jury verdict in rural Camden County, three 
record civil rights settlements, and Minnesota’s largest trampoline 
park injury settlement for $3 million dollars. Chris is also 
recognized worldwide for his civil rights cases including Walter 
Scott, who was shot in the back on video by a police officer that 
settled for $6.5 million dollars, the highest in South Carolina 
history. He also represents some of the nation’s highest profile 
civil rights death cases including Alton Sterling who was killed 
on video by police in Baton Rouge. Attorney Stewart holds five 

record jury verdicts in Georgia and is regarded as one of the nation’s top injury trial lawyers.  

Chris has been honored to receive numerous legal and civic awards. Attorney Stewart is one of the 
most decorated African-American lawyers in the country having received the 2018 Julia Humbles’ 
Civil Rights Award, the National Bar Association’s Wiley Branton Award for Leadership, the 2018 
Outstanding Citizen Award for the State of Georgia, the 2018 Georgia Senate Outstanding Public 
Service Proclamation, the 2018 Pinnacle Leadership Award, the 2018 Georgia Legislative Black 
Caucus Chairman’s Award, the 2016 recipient of the R.E. Thomas Civil Rights Award, the first and 
only African-American voted 2016 Attorney of the Year for the State of Georgia, and the 2014 
Esquire Award. 
 
Chris has been featured in international media including CNN, ABC, NBC, CBS, The New York 
Times, Fox News, Good Morning America, The Today Show, and is a frequent contributor on 
various media outlets. Born and raised in southwest Atlanta, Chris is extremely active in the Atlanta 
community. He is the founder of “If You Can See It, You Can Be It,” which focuses on motivating 
inner city elementary children to become lawyers. Chris is also a board member of the Southern 
Center for Human Rights, a graduate of Xavier University (LA) with honors, Tulane University 
with a Master of Science in Public Health, and Howard University School of Law with a Juris 
Doctorate.  Having overcome reading issues as a youth, Chris embodies his favorite motto “Failure 
will never overtake me if my determination to succeed is strong enough.” 
 

Contact Chris at 844-TRIAL00                        www.stewarttrial.com                       cstewart@stewarttrial.com 
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TRIAL PREPARATION 
Preparation is key to winning a trial.  

Begin to prepare the case at least 90 days before trial. 

Make a Trial Preparation Checklist  

Calendar your Trial Prep 

90 days before trial: 

• Complete all remaining discovery 
• Review all depos, interrogs, case docs and evidence 
• Research need for experts and hire experts 
• Meet with experts and clients and witnesses 
• Articulate key trial issues and pretrial motions needed to narrow trial issues, preclude 

improper evidence, ensure critical evidence is allowed 
• Complete case investigation 
• Review trial technology needs / visual aids for trial 
• Identify and secure trial witnesses 
• Prepare key evidence 

60 days before trial: 

• Prep pretrial conference 
• Subpoenas 
• Prepare Jury Instructions 
•  

45 days before trial: 

• Prepare trial notebook 
• Prep and plan order and content of witness testimony 
• Summarize all depositions and evidence  (outline key points) 
• Prep witness examination outlines and reference exhibits needed (also good to cross 

reference w/depos or other evidence 

30 days before trial: 

• Outline elements of proof for each claim/affirmative defense/count (“Chart of Proof”) 
• Prepare clients 
• Review previous depos or statements w/client 
• Discuss Client’s right to testify and prepare the same … irrespective of initial intent 



• Prepare witnesses for trial 

The final days: Pulling it all together 

• Draft opening and closing 
• Prepare witness exams and determine what exhibits need to be addressed by each 

witness 
• Anticipate legal and evidentiary issues. 

****Prepare for the unexpected and be ready to adapt to changes in trial. 

 

  



TRIAL TIPS: 

Prepare a “to do” list (see above)  
 
Visit the courtroom 
 
(Re-) Read everything 
 
Develop your theme 
 
Prepare jury instructions 
 
Prepare witness outlines, not questions 
 
Prepare closing argument 
 
Anticipate evidentiary issues 

Be Respectful 

Don't Interrupt 

Smile (appropriately) 

Assert Yourself 

Use effective demonstrative aids 

Watch (jurors’ and judge’s facial expressions during trial) (ask your client to 
watch as well) 
 
Listen (any questions from jurors or from the Bench are critical clues into what 
that person may be thinking or considering) 
  



(Preventable) Trial Mistakes: 
1. Procrastinating preparation or poor preparation. 

2. Failure to craft a story or a theme.  

3. Failure to tell jurors why they should care about your client and the 
case and failing to look like you care… like it matters to you.  

4. Failure to invest sufficient funding. 

5. Using paralegals as “co-counsel” 

6. Failure to practice. 

7. Failing to survey the courtroom in advance/and failure to get to 
know all the players including opposing counsel, the Judge, the 
witnesses on both sides, and even the Court Reporter. 

8. Failure to role play 

9. Failure to seek help when you need it. 

10. Failure to plan for the worst  



JUROR SURVEYS: 
http://www.nlrg.com/our-services/jury-research-division/jury-research-
publications/using-juror-surveys-in-trial-preparation 
What Can Juror Surveys Do?  

The following discussion illustrates various applications of juror surveys. While these 
applications are treated separately, juror surveys often are a hybrid of many of these 
applications. Three applications are considered here: testing the waters, determining 
verdict/issue preferences, and jury selection.   

Testing the Waters: When trying a case before a jury, it is important to understand the 
trial climate that you face, as reflected in the views and opinions of jurors. Juror surveys 
allow attorneys an in-depth picture of the opinion climate of the trial community.  

There are several aspects of the trial climate that are of interest: opinions and 
values, potential themes, and perceptions of litigants.  

Opinions and values:  The opinions and values that jurors hold can affect how they 
view the evidence and arguments presented by the parties. Thus, knowing how jurors 
feel about important opinions is key to understanding how they will react to your case. 
For example, the fact that substantial numbers of jurors in a trial community view doctors 
as likely to act in a predatory manner when faced with competition (as over 50% of the 
jurors in one trial jurisdiction reported) would be of considerable interest in a medical 
antitrust case.  

Potential Themes:  Related to uncovering opinions and values is the determination of 
what the best theme of the case is. Themes are important in persuasion at trial. The 
theme adopted by jurors serves as a filtering mechanism for how the evidence will be 
processed. Obviously, presenting the wrong theme (i.e., one that is frowned upon by the 
trial community) sets up unnecessary obstacles for the attorney to overcome. Stressing 
a theme such as "the opponent is using the court system to make up for money lost in a 
bad business decision" would be beneficial when a survey shows that approximately 
80% would react positively to this theme.  

Perceptions of the Litigants:  Finally, for those parties that the public recognizes 
(either though pretrial publicity or general familiarity), knowing the juror's image of the 
party is important. This image serves as the context from which jurors will interpret the 
actions of the party. As shown in Figure 1, the fact that a particular oil company was 
viewed by over three-quarters of the jurors as being at least somewhat greedy did not 
bode well for the interests of this company that faced a claim that its actions were 
motivated by greed. Three-quarters of the jurors as being at least somewhat greedy did 
not bode well for the interests of this company that faced a claim that its actions were 
motivated by greed.  

Verdict/Issue Assessment: An extremely important feature of juror surveys is their 
ability to uncover the jurors' decision preferences in a case. Understanding this more 



specific, and crucial, aspect of the trial climate provides valuable information as to what 
the parties will confront in their cases.   

Preferences for liability or guilt:  During the course of a survey, jurors are given a brief 
description of the case at issue and asked for their verdict preferences. These decision 
preferences provide the basis for evaluating the jurors' initial preconceptions of guilt or 
liability. For example, in a civil case involving a breach-of-contract claim, when 
presented with a basic description of the case, only 16% thought that the defendant 
should not have to pay any damages. Obviously, this situation does not reflect a good 
position for the defendant.    

Reactions to different issues:  One of the benefits of surveys is that several different 
issues in a case can be examined in one survey. By providing jurors with a case 
description, which is followed by several issues/facts that may arise at trial, attorneys 
gain an idea as to how jurors view these different issues. For example, surveys have 
shown that while the basic facts of the case may hurt a party, supplemental facts (e.g., 
certain memoranda or actions on the part of a party) can prove to be winners for the 
party. We have seen dramatic shifts of more than 40-50% of jurors' verdict preferences 
in response to potential issues or facts that may surface at trial. This kind of information 
is crucial in preparing a persuasive presentation for trial.    

Analogous v. actual case scenarios: Juror surveys do not have to use the actual case 
facts in order to provide valuable information. Obviously, using the actual facts of the 
case is preferable when publicity has led jurors to form impressions of the parties 
involved. However, our research has shown that decisions made by jurors in response to 
analogous case scenarios are related to how they view the actual case. In those cases 
where sensitivity of subject matter is an issue, analogous case scenarios can avoid this 
problem.    

Change of venue:  A final application of surveys in the area of verdict assessment 
addresses whether a party can receive a fair and impartial trial in the trial community. 
Opinion polls can play a key role in demonstrating to the court that jurors have opinions 
that reflect significant prejudgment of the party's guilt or liability. Ideally, venue surveys 
are conducted in the trial jurisdiction and in a comparison jurisdiction. In this manner, the 
argument can be made that the interests of justice would be served best by relocating 
the trial to a jurisdiction known to have jurors with opinions reflecting relatively less 
prejudgment of the case.    

Jury selection: One of the most common uses of juror surveys is to assist in jury 
selection, both in terms of juror profile and voir dire development.  Eighty-six percent of 
those predicted to be pro-plaintiff in a libel case rendered plaintiff's verdicts, while 100% 
of those predicted to be pro-defendant rendered defense verdicts. Juror profiles.  By 
collecting in-depth information on jurors' opinions, decision preferences, and background 
characteristics, profiles can be developed that indicate the type of jurors who are likely to 
be favorable or unfavorable to a party. In essence, juror surveys are used to ask the 
question: what characteristics (usually the jurors' demographic and social-psychological 
characteristics, and personal experiences) predict which jurors would be initially pro-
client and anti-client, based on decision preferences expressed in the survey? Juror 
profiles can be very effective.  



Voir dire development:  The information contained in a juror survey also provides 
attorneys with guidance in developing questions to be asked on voir dire. Knowing what 
questions are important to ask (e.g., components of juror profiles and/or other questions 
related to the decision preferences of jurors) leads to greater efficiency in conducting 
voir dire. In addition, pre- voir dire juror questionnaires also benefit from these survey 
findings. When time or space is at a premium, knowing what is and what is not important 
to ask during voir dire is extremely valuable. Conclusion Juror surveys can provide a 
number of benefits to attorneys as they prepare for trial, including assessing the trial 
climate that the party faces. Failure to know important opinions and values of jurors, how 
they would react to potential themes, their perceptions of the parties, and their decision 
preferences in the case, can be costly. Finally, juror surveys also can provide valuable 
assistance in the task of jury selection. The development of juror profiles and useful voir 
dire questions enhance the effectiveness with which attorneys exercise peremptory 
challenges. 
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Investigations are the most critical part of most major felony cases and 

should begin almost immediately. Lost time between the allegation and the 

investigation can affect the amount of evidence that can be discovered. However, 

the good news with digital evidence is that the trail may not go completely cold, 

with the exception the more perishable evidence, such as video surveillance and 

other forms of evidence that require rapid preservation. In cases involving family 

law matters, the digital evidence uncovered in a family law matter can assist in the 

criminal proceeding and vice-versa.  

When a case first comes in the door, putting together a game plan (priority 

list) is the key to winning. It is important to identify all the key players, the issues 

involved, and to discern, if able, whether your client is telling you the truth -  

uncovering digital evidence that is unfavorable can be obviously hurtful. 

Identifying key issues and witnesses early in the case are vital to achieving a great 

resolution for our clients. Prosecutors are overwhelmed with cases and having a 

lawyer present to them key information that highlight challenges with their case, or 

that shows actual innocence, really assists in moving the conversation towards a 

good result. In truth, in state cases, we along with our investigators will usually end 

up interviewing more witnesses and finding more information than the prosecution 

side will early on. 



The most important time and best opportunity for having charges not 

brought against a client is before the arrest. So, going out and obtaining any and all 

possible evidence, including text messages, surveillance videos, social media posts, 

eyewitnesses, cellphone records, court documents, restaurant receipts, etc. is vital. 

Your client may have posts on social media such as Facebook or Instagram, or 

geotagged photos that provide critical alibi information.  

Canvassing the area of the alleged crime scene for surveillance cameras is 

critical to locating key evidence. Recently, we discovered that Waffle House 

restaurants retain their footage for at least five years. Think of the countless Waffle 

Houses throughout metro Atlanta and the state. Is there one along the alleged route 

of travel that could corroborate or exclude your client?  That is just one of a large 

treasure trove of information that could assist us in fighting for our client’s 

innocence.  

Equally important is investigating the accuser - an exhausting background 

investigation. Interviews of friends, family, neighbors, former lovers, employers – 

everyone willing, and maybe not so willing initially, to talk about that person. In 

this CSI age, juries love relying on compelling and conclusive evidence, but juicy 

testimonial evidence isn’t bad either! Open records requests – use them early and 

often; incident reports from all connected law enforcement departments in the 

applicable jurisdictions where they have lived and worked. Reported incidents that 



may not have risen to a prosecution level are a goldmine for potential witnesses 

that often lead to others. The more you can find, the more details you build into 

framing the narrative for the State to embrace your theory over their own, and 

work towards a dismissal or an acquittal.  

Cell phone records (Call Detail Records – CDR) including cell site location 

information is critical to obtain. Very few criminal cases don’t involve some aspect 

or element of value from CDRs. There is literally no easier subpoena to draft and 

serve - all wireless carriers accept service via facsimile. As with all upcoming 

hearings, advantaging the opportunity to conduct discovery should always be a 

strategic priority. CDRs are no different. If you do not have an upcoming hearing, 

you can file a motion with the court asking for a court date specifically to subpoena 

records. Of course, the danger is tipping off the prosecution to your investigative 

leads, so first attempt to file it ex-parte explaining to the court the need to keep it 

ex-parte, and then request that it be sealed. Should the court deny the ex-parte 

request, then you will need to weigh the consequences of the prosecution finding 

out what investigative tactics you are exploring. Its highly likely that they are 

pursuing similar information, but you will not get any of their discovery typically 

until the case is filed via indictment or accusation.  

Obtaining text messages are important as well, and the best way to do that is 

through your client. Many of my clients either lost the phone or “deleted” the 



messages. The good news is that if they have deleted the messages, but still 

possess the phone, it can be sent off to be forensically imaged and recovery work 

can often recapture the deleted data. Also, depending on the carrier and the phone 

there may be the ability to obtain the messages from a cloud-based service. Once 

you are able to obtain those messages either in a Cellebrite format or using some 

other forensic recovery software, it is imperative to go through them to determine 

how it assists your theory of the case. From texts, videos, images (and 

accompanying Metadata) you can find a trove of information. The good and the 

bad – on occasion, cases where I know my client is absolutely innocent, the review 

uncovers text messages and recordings they like to send to other that make one 

wince, at minimum due to bad optics, even if not relevant to the charges or 

investigation. 

Even before all the evidence is compiled, start putting it together a timeline 

(a living document) using various formats most comfortable to you; Case Map by 

Lexis Nexis or Microsoft Excel, etc. It is important to be able to visualize and see 

the case in a coherent fashion and see how all these pieces fit together. Remember, 

digital evidence tells a big part of the story, but it also leads you to discovering 

more information. With text messages, call logs, cell locations, photos or phone 

numbers, the process of starting to interview witnesses who will corroborate or 

support your position can gain real traction. Compiling this information with an 



eye towards presenting portions (while keeping some powder dry), much, or all of 

it to the prosecuting attorney before they formally charge a client, in the hopes of 

getting all charges either dropped if they were already arrested, or to prevent an 

arrest is the goal. 

 How do you convince a prosecutor to drop all the charges? Easy! You 

schedule meetings with them, call them, email them, text them and keep reiterating 

to them your theory of the case and discuss the evidence that you have in your 

arsenal. Quite honestly, nothing is more effective than setting up a meeting and 

include your entire team, especially your investigator. Make a plan on who is going 

to discuss what issues from legal to factual, and who is going to do most of the 

speaking. Or, you can agree to just feel out the meeting and take it as it comes. I 

find it is easier for me as the lawyer to allow the investigator to lay out the 

investigation portion of our findings since the investigator was on the frontlines 

grabbing all of that information. You as the lawyer can bat clean up by wrapping it 

all up nicely for the prosecutor as to how you are going to attack this case in court. 

Also, kindly explain to the prosecuting attorney how this is their chance to make 

the right decision and get out of the case, and it is not their fault the police did not 

conduct a thorough investigation. We need to empower them to take responsibility 

as the lawyer for the government who can stop this out of control train; they are the 

only ones, besides the jury or sometimes a judge, with the power to right all 



wrongs bestowed on our client. If you can determine that the prosecuting attorney 

is willing to listen, then make that run to convince them. In fact, I always start 

sending emails early asking if we can meet when they have entire file together. 

Getting in early is always an advantage to get a great resolution and possible 

dismissal. Sure, you can still get a case dropped later, but usually when a 

prosecutor has dug into the case by investing tens or hundreds of hours of time on 

it, they become so invested to the point of not walking away. Without push back, 

or a dose of reality, their investment in their own theory grows, and the likelihood 

of a dismissal or favorable outcome shrinks.  
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BRIAN STEEL

Brian Steel has tirelessly defended those accused of criminal misconduct since 1991 and has
built a national criminal defense practice in state and federal courts based on exhaustive preparation,
creative and novel motions, skillful appellate advocacy and zealous courtroom showdowns.  Brian has
appeared in courts across the country and has been recognized for his skills and accomplishments by
peers, organizations and publications, but his record speaks for itself.  The level of success Brian has
obtained in both the trial and appellate courts is unprecedented.  As an appellate attorney, Brian has over
40 reversals to his credit and in excess of 200 published opinions. Brian’s trial results, wherein he has
achieved not guilty verdicts in seemingly unwinnable cases, reflect the commitment he gives to his
clients and his command of the law.

Brian has represented attorneys, medical doctors, FBI Agents, judges, law enforcement officers,
elected officials, businessmen, and corporations as well as the most vulnerable clients - juveniles and
indigent defendants. Brian handles cases ranging from RICO, wire fraud, immigration fraud and money
laundering to murder, armed robbery, drug offenses, rape and child sex offenses in both state and federal
courts. Brian has represented defendants in death penalty prosecutions and was even successful in having
an entire death penalty prosecution dismissed when he proved his client’s innocence.



Joe S. Habachy 

Joe S. Habachy is an accomplished and well-respected Georgia trial lawyer who has been 
privately practicing Criminal Defense and Entertainment Law for more 
than 18 years.  While Joe handles State and Federal Criminal cases of all shapes and sizes, 
his practice predominately focuses on criminal representation of entertainers and athletes.  
While based in Atlanta, Joe has litigated numerous state and federal cases in Georgia and 
around the country and regularly speaks regarding the representation of high profile clients.  
He is also a regular correspondent on several national TV networks.   

Joe also handles transactional Entertainment Law matters for Musicians, Artists, Recording 
Companies, Music Publishers, Producers, Actors, Reality Shows, Reality Show 
Participants, Indie Film Producers/Directors, Television Shows, and Radio personalities. 
He is an adjunct entertainment law professor at John Marshall Law School in Atlanta and 
volunteers for the Georgia Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts. 

Joe is currently the chair of GCDLEF which is GACDL’s non-profit arm and has also 
proudly repeatedly championed the Georgia Legal Food Frenzy, winning the coveted 
Attorney General's Cup five years, and repeatedly raising more money than any other 
lawyer or law firm in Georgia to help feed families and children statewide who suffer from 
food insecurity. 



Lawrence Zimmerman 
 

Lawrence Zimmerman has been representing those accused of serious crimes for 21 years both in 
the state and federal courts. He has acquitted people of crimes ranging from murder to rape and 
reversed convictions in the appellate courts. He attended University of Florida undergraduate 
school and then went to law school at Roger Williams University in Rhode Island. After law 
school, he moved to Atlanta and opened up his own firm within the first six months of practicing 
as a lawyer. 
 
He has also been involved in high profile cases. Regardless of publicity, he considers each and 
every single client his most important client.  
 
In addition to his work as a lawyer, he is a trusted legal analyst for several Atlanta news stations 
and a regular on the newly minted CourtTV. He has been quoted in many newspapers including 
the New York Times, Washington Post, Atlanta Journal Constitution, and the Miami Herald to 
name just a few. He has been on the AJC’s “Breakdown” Series podcast several times. He has 
been featured on the front page of the Daily Report, which is Georgia’s only legal newspaper for 
lawyers, six times. He has appeared on Good Morning America, The Today Show, Anderson 
Cooper, CBS Morning News, CNN, HLN and he is mentioned in ABC news anchor Amy 
Robach’s book “Better.” He is a Georgia Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (GACDL) 
Life Member and their President-Elect; he is also past chair for both the GACDL Lawyer 
Assistance and Media Relations committees. He also worked as a legal consultant with the 
Atlanta Falcons security team for the 2015, 2016, 2017 seasons. In 2017, he was one of several 
lawyers, along with the news anchors, who received a Southeastern Region Emmy Award for 
their Dream Team segments on NBC's 11 Alive.  Also, in June 2017 the Georgia Bar Journal 
published his article "How Not to Get Thrown In Jail," which discussed contempt of court issues. 
In 2018, he received the prestigious Gideon's Promise Award from the Southern Center for 
Human Rights for his pro bono work for the man accused of setting the I-85 fire. He is also a 
Georgia Super Lawyer. Most importantly, he is married to an amazing and patient woman, and 
he has two young children. 
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 Judge Rebecca Crumrine Rieder

 J U D I C I A L A S S I G N M E N T S
• 2018-Present: Superior Court of Fulton County

 E D U C AT I O N
• Juris Doctor: University of Georgia (2001)
• M.Ed.: University of Georgia (1994)
• BA, History: University of the South at Sewanee (1991)

 P R O F E S S I O N A L E X P E R I E N C E /A S S O C I AT I O N S
• Prior Owner, Hedgepeth, Heredia & Rieder, LLC
• Prior Shareholder, Davis, Matthews & Quigley
• Associate, Carter & Ansley
• Associate, Finley & Buckley
• Judicial Extern for Chief Judge Dudley Bowen, United States District 

Court for the Southern District of Georgia
• Middle and High School Teacher, Davidson Fine Arts School
• Rated “AV,” the highest rating attainable, by the Martindale-Hubbell  

Law Directory
• Georgia Super Lawyers, Top 100 Lawyers in Georgia
• Georgia Super Lawyers, Top 50 Women Lawyers in Georgia
• Georgia Trend Legal Elite in Area of Family Law
• Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers,  

Georgia Chapter Treasurer
• Treasurer, Atlanta Bar Association Family Law Section
• Member, Lawyers Club of Atlanta
• Vice-Chair, Associated Alumni Board, University of the South  

at Sewanee
• Past Chair, State Bar of Georgia Family Law Section
• Past President, DeKalb Bar Association
• Founding Member and Past President, DeKalb Bar Association  

Family Law Section
• Former Adjunct Professor, John Marshall Law School
• Member, Fulton County Family Law Task Force Committee
• Founder and Former Volunteer, State Bar of Georgia Family Law  

Section Child Support Hotline
• Past Member, Fulton County Superior Court Family Law  

Task Force Committee
• Past Member, Rector Search Committee, Holy Innocent’s  

Episcopal Church
• Former Arbitrator, State Bar of Georgia Fee Arbitration
• Former Board Member, DeKalb Volunteer Lawyers Foundation
• Former Member, DeKalb Dispute Resolution Center Task Force
• Former Chair, Year Up Leadership Council
• Former Woman’s Advisory Board Member, Breakthru House  

Recovery Program for Women
• Former Board Member, Neighbor in Need, Inc,
• Former Board Member, Oakland Historic Cemetery
• Leadership DeKalb
• System Nominee, Walt Disney/McDonald’s American Teacher Award
• PTA Academic Scholarship for Summer Study with the National 

Holocaust Museum
• Sallie Mae First Year Teacher Nominee

https://www.fultoncourt.org/judges/viewjudge.php?id=76


 Judge Ural Glanville

 J U D I C I A L A S S I G N M E N T S
• 2005 – Present: Superior Court of Fulton County
• 1995 – 2004: Magistrate Court of Fulton County

 E D U C AT I O N
• Masters, Strategic Studies: United States Army War College (2008)
• Juris Doctor: University of Georgia (1987)
• Bachelor, History: University of Georgia (1984)

 P R O F E S S I O N A L E X P E R I E N C E /A S S O C I AT I O N S
• Brigadier General, Chief Judge (IMA) United States Army Court of 

Criminal Appeals
• Commanding General, NATO Rule of Law Support Mission/Rule of Law 

Field Force-Afghanistan
• Adjunct Professor, Georgia State University School of Law
• Private Practice, Ural Glanville, P.C.
• Litigation Associate, Arrington & Hollowell
• Senior Trial Prosecutor, Solicitor’s Office of DeKalb County, Georgia
• Senior Prosecutor, Office of the Staff Judge Advocate
• Defense Attorney, United States Army Trial Defense Service
• Adjunct Professor, University of Maryland & City Colleges of Chicago, 

European Divisions
• Prosecutor, Solicitor’s Office of Fulton County, Georgia
• Probation Officer, Georgia Department of Corrections, Fulton County
• Graduate, Leadership Atlanta

https://www.fultoncourt.org/judges/viewjudge.php?id=10


Judge Kimberly A. Childs 
Superior Court 
Cobb Judicial Circuit 
70 Haynes Street 
Marietta, GA 30080 
(770) 528-1826 

Judge Childs was elected in May 2016, winning a contested 3-way race for an open 
seat on the Cobb County Judicial Circuit Superior Court bench.  Before her election, 
Judge Childs represented businesses and their owners in a variety of commercial 
disputes.  She routinely litigated complex matters in courtrooms across metro-
Atlanta.  Her skills in and out of the courtroom earned her top honors, including 
being recognized as a Georgia Super Lawyer, a Georgia Super Lawyer Rising Star, 
and one of the Business Law Legal Elite.  In 2016, Judge Childs was named to the 
Top 100 Georgia Super Lawyers list, as well as one of the Top 50 Women Super 
Lawyers in both 2015 & 2016.   

Judge Childs graduated magna cum laude from Georgia State University College of 
Law.  At Georgia State, she was on the editorial board of The Law Review and 
received numerous academic honors.  She obtained her undergraduate degree in 
criminal justice from North Georgia College. 

Before attending law school, Judge Childs worked as a guard at the DeKalb County 
Jail and later as a paralegal at a small law firm in Cobb County.  These experiences 
inspired her to further her education and provided a “real world” foundation for her 
commitment to our justice system.       

Judge Childs has been active in the local bar for many years.  She served as President 
of the Cobb County Bar Association in 2017-20018.  Before that, she was the 
President-Elect, Treasurer, Secretary, Trustee, Business Law & Litigation Section 
President, and Solo/Small Firm Section Secretary.  In 2015, she received the 
President’s Award from the Cobb Bar.  Judge Childs is also a member of Georgia 
Association for Women Lawyers, Lawyers Club of Atlanta, and National Association 
of Women Judges.  She currently serves on the State Bar of Georgia’s Bench & Bar 
Committee and the Uniform Superior Court Rules Committee of the Council of 
Superior Court Judges.   

Judge Childs is a loyal and avid fan of the Atlanta Falcons, and she attends as many 
games as she cans each season!  Rise Up! She also enjoys supporting Atlanta United 
and all of the teams at her children’s high school. Judge Childs lives in Smyrna with 
her husband, two children, and their family dog, Tito.   



Biography of Honorable LaTisha Dear Jackson 

 
The Honorable LaTisha Dear Jackson was elected Superior Judge of the Stone Mountain Judicial 

Circuit on July 24, 2018.  As a Superior Court Judge, she presides over a trial court of general 

jurisdiction for both civil and criminal actions with exclusive equity jurisdiction over all cases of 

divorce, title to land, and felonies involving jury trials, including death penalty cases.   

 

Immediately before her election, Judge Jackson was a Senior Associate with the oldest minority-

owned law firm in the State of Georgia, Thomas Kennedy Sampson & Tompkins, LLP 

(“TKST”).  There, LaTisha served in the litigation department defending corporate clients in 

medical malpractice, wrongful death, premises liability, and insurance matters.  She also 

represented individuals in personal injury and wrongful death matters.  

 

Prior to joining TKST, Judge Jackson served as a full-time judge in the DeKalb County 

Recorders Court, where she primarily presided over traffic offenses, misdemeanors and county 

ordinances.  From 2014-2018, Judge Jackson sat by designation in both the Superior and State 

Courts of DeKalb County.  For over a decade, Judge Jackson served as a judge in local courts.  

In 2008, she made history by becoming both the first female and youngest judge to ever serve as 

a Municipal Court Judge in the City of Stone Mountain.  In 2012, she again made history by 

becoming the first female Chief Municipal Court Judge in the City of Lithonia.   

 

Prior to becoming a member of the judiciary, Judge Jackson was an attorney and counselor at 

law with her own law practice located in the historic City of Stone Mountain, where she 

specialized in all areas of juvenile law, criminal defense, family law and handled several high-

profile cases.  Judge Jackson has also served as an Assistant Solicitor General for DeKalb 

County’s Office of the Solicitor-General, where she served as a trial attorney representing the 

State of Georgia on various misdemeanor crimes and habeas corpus proceedings.  

 

Judge Jackson earned her Juris Doctorate from Georgia State University College of Law, where 

she was served on the Student Bar Association, as the Second Vice-President for the Southern 

Region of the Black Law Students Association, a member of the Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity 

and a Who’s Who of American Law Students.  She obtained her undergraduate degree from the 

prestigious Spelman College, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Economics (Pre-law 

concentration) and a double minor in Management Organization and Writing.   

 

A native of Los Angeles, California, Judge Jackson is active in numerous professional 

organizations.  She is a current member of both the Georgia Association of Women Lawyers and 

Georgia Association of Black Women Attorneys’ Judicial Applicant Review Committees.  In 

2014, Judge Jackson was appointed by the Chief Justice of the Georgia Supreme Court to serve 

on its Access to Justice Committee and now serves in an advisory role.  She is also a member of 

several bar associations which include but are not limited to DeKalb Bar Association, Gate City 

Bar and DeKalb Lawyers Association where she served an unprecedented two-year term as 

President.  Presently, Judge Jackson is the Vice-President of the State Bar of Georgia’s Judicial 

Section and the Immediate Past President of the Georgia Council of Municipal Court Judges.  

Judge Jackson has also served as a voting member of the State’s Judicial Council. 



  

In her community, Judge Jackson has served on the Board of Directors for the Georgia Center 

for Children and is a 2006 graduate of Leadership DeKalb, where she currently serves as a Board 

of Director and on the Selection Committee, a committee she chaired for nearly a decade.  

Giving back to the greater legal community, she has served as a regional and state judge for the 

Georgia High School Mock Trial Competitions.  

 

Judge Jackson has traveled throughout the state of Georgia presenting on various judicial and 

legal issues.  She also speaks at various schools throughout the metro-Atlanta area.  As a 

continued investment to the youth, LaTisha created a three-year program in the DeKalb County 

Public School System entitled I. L.E.A.D. (Interactive Law and Education Development) 

Program, a program that focused on educating high school students on the law while 

strengthening their comprehension and writing skills.  In 2011, Cedar Grove High School 

honored her as their community leader for her work with I.L.E.A.D and other Law-Related 

Education Programs. 

 

Judge Jackson not only works and serves DeKalb County she resides there calling it home.  She 

is a member of Ray of Hope Christian Church, where she serves as the Co-Coordinator for the 

youth and college student ministries.   

 

As a testament to her accomplishments, she has received several honors: from Cambridge 

Executive’s Who Who’s Honors Edition to being featured in local newspapers and magazines as 

well as her sorority’s international magazine.  In 2016, she received the Council for Municipal 

Court Judges President’s Award for her commitment to access and fairness in Georgia courts.  In 

all that she does and has accomplished thus far, Judge Jackson remains humbled, inspired and 

motivated to continue to seek justice because there are still so many lives left to be touched.  

Finally, but most importantly LaTisha is the proud wife of Gari B. Jackson. 



 Judge Christopher S. Brasher

 J U D I C I A L A S S I G N M E N T S
• 2006-Present: Superior Court of Fulton County

 E D U C AT I O N
• Juris Doctor: Georgia State University College of Law, Atlanta, Georgia 

(1991)
• Bachelor of Arts, Political Science: Furman University, Greenville, South 

Carolina (1987)

 P R O F E S S I O N A L E X P E R I E N C E /A S S O C I AT I O N S
• Assistant District Attorney, Alcovy Judicial Circuit, 1991-1995
• Assistant Attorney General, Georgia Attorney General’s Office, 1995-1997
• Senior Assistant Attorney General, Public Safety Section, Georgia 

Attorney General’s Office, 1997-2006
• Member, Criminal Justice Coordinating Council of Georgia, 2007-2011
• Chairman, Georgia Crime Victim’s Compensation Commission, 2007-2011
• Board Member, North Fulton Bar Association, 2009-Present
• Master, Lamar Inn of Court, Emory University
• Member, Atlanta Bar Association
• Member, Lawyers Club of Atlanta
• While in practice, Judge Brasher appeared in state and federal courts 

across Georgia, including appearances in the superior courts of over 110 
counties, and also made dozens of appellate arguments in the Georgia 
Supreme Court, the Georgia Court of Appeals, the Eleventh Circuit Court 
of Appeals and the  United States Supreme Court.     

https://www.fultoncourt.org/judges/viewjudge.php?id=4
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CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM 
 
 

 
 
 
 

THE CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM  
(Founded 1989) 

 
A Brief History of the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism  

 
Karlise Y. Grier, Executive Director 

 
The mission of the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism is to support and 

encourage lawyers to exercise the highest levels of professional integrity in their relationships 
with their clients, other lawyers, the courts and the public, and to fulfill their obligations to 
improve the law and legal system and to ensure access to that system. 
 

After a series of meetings of key figures in Georgia’s legal community in 1988, in 
February of 1989, the Supreme Court of Georgia created the Chief Justice’s Commission on 
Professionalism (“Commission”), the first entity of this kind in the world created by a high 
court to address legal professionalism.  In March of 1989, the Rules of the State Bar of 
Georgia were amended to lay out the purpose, members, powers and duties of the Commission.  
The brainchild of Justice Thomas Marshall and past Emory University President James Laney, 
they were joined by Justices Charles Weltner and Harold Clarke and then State Bar President A. 
James Elliott in forming the Commission.  The impetus for this entity then and now is to 
address uncivil approaches to the practice of law, as many believe legal practice is departing 
from its traditional stance as a high calling – like medicine and the clergy – to a business. 
 

The Commission carefully crafted a statement of professionalism, A Lawyer’s Creed and 
the Aspirational Statement on Professionalism, guidelines and standards addressing attorneys’ 
relationships with colleagues, clients, judges, law schools and the public, and retained its first 
executive director, Hulett “Bucky” Askew.  Professionalism continuing legal education was 
mandated and programming requirements were developed by then assistant and second 
executive director Sally Evans Lockwood.  During the 1990s, after the Commission conducted 
a series of convocations with the bench and bar to discern professionalism issues from 
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practitioners’ views, the State Bar instituted new initiatives, such as the Committee on Inclusion 
in the Profession (f/k/a Women and Minorities in the Profession Committee).  Then the 
Commission sought the concerns of the public in a series of town hall meetings held around 
Georgia.  Two concerns raised in these meetings were: lack of civility and the economic 
pressures of law practice.  As a result, the State Bar of Georgia established the Law Practice 
Management Program. 
 

Over the years, the Commission has worked with the State Bar to establish other 
programs that support professionalism ideals, including the Consumer Assistance Program and 
the Diversity Program.  In 1993, under President Paul Kilpatrick, the State Bar’s Committee 
on Professionalism partnered with the Commission in establishing the first Law School 
Orientation on Professionalism Program for incoming law students held at every Georgia law 
school.  At one time, this program had been replicated at more than forty U.S. law schools.  It 
engages volunteer practicing attorneys, judges and law professors with law students in small 
group discussions of hypothetical contemporary professionalism and ethics situations.  
 

In 1997, the Justice Robert Benham Community Service Awards Program was initiated 
to recognize members of the bench and bar who have combined a professional career with 
outstanding service to their communities around Georgia.  The honorees are recognized for 
voluntary participation in community organizations, government-sponsored activities, youth 
programs, religious activities or humanitarian work outside of their professional practice or 
judicial duties.  This annual program is now usually held at the State Bar Headquarters in 
Atlanta and in the past it has been co-sponsored by the Commission and the State Bar.  The 
program generally attracts several hundred attendees who celebrate Georgia lawyers who are 
active in the community. 
 

In 2006, veteran attorney and former law professor, Avarita L. Hanson became the third 
executive director.  In addition to providing multiple CLE programs for local bars, government 
and law offices, she served as Chair of the ABA Consortium on Professionalism Initiatives, a 
group that informs and vets ideas of persons interested in development of professionalism 
programs. She authored the chapter on Reputation, in Paul Haskins, Ed., ESSENTIAL QUALITIES 

OF THE PROFESSIONAL LAWYER, ABA Standing Committee on Professionalism, ABA Center for 
Professional Responsibility (July 2013) and recently added to the newly-released accompanying 
Instructor’s Manual (April 2017).  Ms. Hanson retired in August 2017 after a distinguished 
career serving the Commission. 
 

Today, the Commission, which meets three times per year, is under the direction and 
management of its fourth Executive Director, attorney Karlise Yvette Grier.  The Commission 
continues to support and advise persons locally and nationally who are interested in 
professionalism programming.  The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Georgia serves as 
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the Commission’s chair, and Chief Justice Harold D. Melton currently serves in this capacity.  
The Commission has twenty-two members representing practicing lawyers, the state appellate 
and trial courts, the federal district court, all Georgia law schools and the public. (See Appendix 
A).  In addition to the Executive Director, the Commission staff includes Shamilla Jordan 
(Administrative Specialist).  With its chair, members and staff, the Commission is well 
equipped to fulfill its mission and to inspire and develop programs to address today’s needs of 
the legal profession and those concerns on the horizon.  (See Appendix B).   
 

The Commission works through committees and working groups (Access to Justice, 
Finance and Personnel, Continuing Legal Education, Social Media/Awareness, Financial 
Resources, and Benham Awards Selection) in carrying out some of its duties.  It also works 
with other state and national entities, such as the American Bar Association’s Center for 
Professional Responsibility and its other groups.  To keep Georgia Bar members abreast of 
professionalism activities and issues, the Commission maintains a website at www.cjcpga.org.  
The Commission also provides content for the Professionalism Page in every issue of the 
Georgia Bar Journal.  In 2018, the Commission engaged in a strategic planning process.  As a 
result of that process, the Commission decided to focus on four priority areas for the next three to 
five years: 1) ensuring high quality professionalism CLE programming that complies with CJCP 
guidelines; 2) promoting the understanding and exercise of professionalism and emphasizing its 
importance to the legal system; 3) promoting meaningful access to the legal system and services; 
and 4) ensuring that CJCP resources are used effectively, transparently and consistent with the 
mission.     
 

After 30 years, the measure of effectiveness of the Commission should ultimately rest in 
the actions, character and demeanor of every Georgia lawyer.  Because there is still work to do, 
the Commission will continue to lead the movement and dialogue on legal professionalism. 
 
Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism 
104 Marietta Street, N.W. Suite 620 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 
(404) 225-5040 (o) 
professionalism@cjcpga.org 
www.cjcpga.org  
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CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM 
 
 

 
 
 

PROFESSIONALISM AND GEORGIA’S LEGAL PROFESSION 
 
THE MEANING OF PROFESSIONALISM 
 

The three ancient learned professions were the law, medicine, and ministry.  The word 
profession comes from the Latin professus, meaning to have affirmed publicly.  As one legal 
scholar has explained, “The term evolved to describe occupations that required new entrants to 
take an oath professing their dedication to the ideals and practices associated with a learned 
calling.”1  Many attempts have been made to define a profession in general and lawyer 
professionalism in particular.  The most commonly cited is the definition developed by the late 
Dean Roscoe Pound of Harvard Law School: 
 

The term refers to a group . . . pursuing a learned art as a common calling in the 
spirit of public service - no less a public service because it may incidentally be a 
means of livelihood.  Pursuit of the learned art in the spirit of a public service is 
the primary purpose.2 

 
Thinking about professionalism and discussing the values it encompasses can provide 

guidance in the day-to-day practice of law.  Professionalism is a wide umbrella of values 
encompassing competence, character, civility, commitment to the rule of law, to justice and to 
the public good.  Professionalism calls us to be mindful of the lawyer’s roles as officer of the 
court, advocate, counselor, negotiator, and problem solver.  Professionalism asks us to commit 
to improvement of the law, the legal system, and access to that system.  These are the values 
that make us a profession enlisted in the service not only of the client but of the public good as 
well.  While none of us achieves perfection in serving these values, it is the consistent 
aspiration toward them that defines a professional.  The Commission encourages thought not 
only about the lawyer-client relationship central to the practice of law but also about how the 
legal profession can shape us as people and a society. 

                                                
1       DEBORAH L. RHODE, PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: ETHICS BY THE PERVASIVE METHOD 39 (1994) 
2       ROSCOE POUND, THE LAWYER FROM ANTIQUITY TO MODERN TIMES 5 (1953) 
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BACKGROUND ON THE LEGAL PROFESSIONALISM MOVEMENT IN GEORGIA 
 

In 1986, the American Bar Association ruefully reported that despite the fact that 
lawyers’ observance of the rules of ethics governing their conduct is sharply on the rise, lawyers’ 
professionalism, by contrast, may well be in steep decline: 
 

[Although] lawyers have tended to take the rules more seriously because of an 
increased fear of disciplinary prosecutions and malpractice suits, . . . [they] have 
also tended to look at nothing but the rules; if conduct meets the minimum 
standard, lawyers tend to ignore exhortations to set their standards at a higher 
level.3 

 
The ABA’s observation reflects a crucial distinction: while a canon of ethics may cover 

what is minimally required of lawyers, “professionalism” encompasses what is more broadly 
expected of them – both by the public and by the best traditions of the legal profession itself. 
 

In response to these challenges, the State Bar of Georgia and the Supreme Court of 
Georgia embarked upon a long-range project – to raise the professional aspirations of lawyers in 
the state.  Upon taking office in June 1988, then State Bar President A. James Elliott gave 
Georgia’s professionalism movement momentum when he placed the professionalism project at 
the top of his agenda.  In conjunction with Chief Justice Marshall, President Elliott gathered 
120 prominent judges and lawyers from around the state to attend the first Annual Georgia 
Convocation on Professionalism.    
 

For its part, the Georgia Supreme Court took three important steps to further the 
professionalism movement in Georgia.  First, at the first Convocation, the Supreme Court of 
Georgia announced and administered to those present a new Georgia attorney’s oath 
emphasizing the virtue of truthfulness, reviving language dating back to 1729.  (See also 
Appendix C).  Second, as a result of the first Convocation, in 1989, the Supreme Court of 
Georgia took two additional significant steps to confront the concerns and further the aspirations 
of the profession.  First, it created the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism (the 
“Commission”) and gave it a primary charge of ensuring that the practice of law in this state 
remains a high calling, enlisted in the service not only of the client, but of the public good as 
well.  This challenging mandate was supplemented by the Court’s second step, that of 
amending the mandatory continuing legal education (CLE) rule to require all active Georgia 

                                                
3 AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM, “ . . . IN THE SPIRIT OF PUBLIC 

SERVICE:” A BLUEPRINT FOR THE REKINDLING OF LAWYER PROFESSIONALISM, (1986)  P.7, 
HTTPS://WWW.AMERICANBAR.ORG/CONTENT/DAM/ABA/ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL_RESPONSIBILITY/PR
OFESSIONALISM_MIGRATED/STANLEY_COMMISSION_REPORT.PDF (LAST VISITED ON AUGUST 5, 2019). 
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lawyers to complete one hour of Professionalism CLE each year [Rule 8-104 (B)(3) of the Rules 
and Regulations for the Organization and Government of the State Bar of Georgia and 
Regulation (4) thereunder].   

 
GENERAL PURPOSE OF CLE PROFESSIONALISM CREDIT 
 

Beginning in 1990, the Supreme Court of Georgia required all active Georgia lawyers to 
complete one hour of Professionalism CLE each year [Rule 8-104 (B)(3) of the Rules and 
Regulations for the Organization and Government of the State Bar of Georgia and Regulation (4) 
thereunder].  The one hour of Professionalism CLE is distinct from and in addition to the 
required ethics CLE.  The general goal of the Professionalism CLE requirement is to create a 
forum in which lawyers, judges and legal educators can explore the meaning and aspirations of 
professionalism in contemporary legal practice and reflect upon the fundamental premises of 
lawyer professionalism – competence, character, civility, commitment to the rule of law, to 
justice, and to the public good.  Building a community among the lawyers of this state is a 
specific goal of this requirement. 
 
DISTINCTION BETWEEN ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM 
 

The Supreme Court has distinguished between ethics and professionalism, to the extent 
of creating separate one-hour CLE requirements for each.  The best explanation of the 
distinction between ethics and professionalism that is offered by former Chief Justice Harold 
Clarke of the Supreme Court of Georgia: 
 

“. . . the idea [is] that ethics is a minimum standard which is required of all 
lawyers, while professionalism is a higher standard expected of all lawyers.” 

 
Laws and the Rules of Professional Conduct establish minimal standards of consensus 

impropriety; they do not define the criteria for ethical behavior.  In the traditional sense, 
persons are not “ethical” simply because they act lawfully or even within the bounds of an 
official code of ethics.  People can be dishonest, unprincipled, untrustworthy, unfair, and 
uncaring without breaking the law or the code.  Truly ethical people measure their conduct not 
by rules but by basic moral principles such as honesty, integrity and fairness. 
 

The term “Ethics” is commonly understood in the CLE context to mean “the law of 
lawyering” and the rules by which lawyers must abide in order to remain in good standing before 
the bar.  Legal Ethics CLE also includes malpractice avoidance.  “Professionalism” harkens 
back to the traditional meaning of ethics discussed above.  The Commission believes that 
lawyers should remember in counseling clients and determining their own behavior that the letter 
of the law is only a minimal threshold describing what is legally possible, while professionalism 
is meant to address the aspirations of the profession and how we as lawyers should behave.  
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Ethics discussions tend to focus on misconduct -- the negative dimensions of lawyering.  
Professionalism discussions have an affirmative dimension -- a focus on conduct that 
preserves and strengthens the dignity, honor, and integrity of the legal system. 
 

As former Chief Justice Benham of the Supreme Court of Georgia says, “We should 
expect more of lawyers than mere compliance with legal and ethical requirements.”  
 
ISSUES AND TOPICS 
 

In March of 1990, the Chief Justice’s Commission adopted A Lawyer’s Creed (See 
Appendix D) and an Aspirational Statement on Professionalism (See Appendix E).  These two 
documents should serve as the beginning points for professionalism discussions, not because 
they are to be imposed upon Georgia lawyers or bar associations, but because they serve as 
words of encouragement, assistance and guidance.  These comprehensive statements may be 
utilized to frame discussions and remind lawyers about the basic tenets of our profession. 
 

Karl N. Llewellyn, jurisprudential scholar who taught at Yale, Columbia, and the 
University of Chicago Law Schools, often cautioned his students: 
 

The lawyer is a man of many conflicts.  More than anyone else in our society, he 
must contend with competing claims on his time and loyalty.  You must 
represent your client to the best of your ability, and yet never lose sight of the fact 
that you are an officer of the court with a special responsibility for the integrity of 
the legal system.  You will often find, brethren and sistern, that those 
professional duties do not sit easily with one another.  You will discover, too, 
that they get in the way of your other obligations – to your conscience, your God, 
your family, your partners, your country, and all the other perfectly good claims 
on your energies and hearts.  You will be pulled and tugged in a dozen directions 
at once.  You must learn to handle those conflicts.4 

 
The real issue facing lawyers as professionals is developing the capacity for critical and 

reflective judgment and the ability to “handle those conflicts,” described by Karl Llewellyn.  A 
major goal of Professionalism CLE is to encourage introspection and dialogue about these issues.   
 
 

 
 
 

                                                
4       MARY ANN GLENDON, A NATION UNDER LAWYERS 17 (1994) 
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CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON 
PROFESSIONALISM 

 
CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMSSION ON PROFESSIONALISM 

2019-2020 
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MISSION STATEMENT 
 

The mission of the Chief Justice’s Commission on 
Professionalism is to support and encourage lawyers to 
exercise the highest levels of professional integrity in their 
relationships with their clients, other lawyers, the courts, and 
the public and to fulfill their obligations to improve the law 
and the legal system and to ensure access to that system. 

 
 

CALLING TO TASKS 
 

The Commission seeks to foster among lawyers an active 
awareness of its mission by calling lawyers to the following 
tasks, in the words of former Chief Justice Harold Clarke: 

 
1. To recognize that the reason for the existence of 

lawyers is to act as problem solvers performing their 
service on behalf of the client while adhering at all 
times to the public interest; 

 
2. To utilize their special training and natural talents in 

positions of leadership for societal betterment; 
 

3. To adhere to the proposition that a social conscience 
and devotion to the public interest stand as essential 
elements of lawyer professionalism. 

 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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HISTORICAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMMISSION’S ROLES IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRENT GEORGIA ATTORNEY OATH 

 
 

In 1986, Emory University President James T. Laney delivered a lecture on “Moral 
Authority in the Professions.”  While expressing concern about the decline in moral authority of 
all the professions, he focused on the legal profession because of the respect and confidence in 
which it has traditionally been held and because it has been viewed as serving the public in 
unique and important ways.  Dr. Laney expressed the fear that the loss of moral authority has as 
serious a consequence for society at large as it does for the legal profession. 
 

For its part, the Georgia Supreme Court took an important step to further the 
professionalism movement in Georgia.  At the first convocation on professionalism, the Court 
announced and administered to those present a new Georgia attorney’s oath emphasizing the 
virtue of truthfulness, reviving language dating back to 1729.  Reflecting the idea that the word 
“profession” derives from a root meaning “to avow publicly,” this new oath of admission to the 
State Bar of Georgia indicates that whatever other expectations might be made of lawyers, 
truth-telling is expected, always and everywhere, of every true professional.  Since the 
convocation, the new oath has been administered to thousands of lawyers in circuits all over the 
state.   
 

Attorney’s Oath 
 

I, _____________, swear that I will truly and honestly, justly, and uprightly demean myself, 
according to the laws, as an attorney, counselor, and solicitor, and that I will support and defend the 
Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Georgia.  So help me God. 
 

In 2002, at the request of then-State Bar President George E. Mundy, the Committee on 
Professionalism was asked to revise the Oath of Admission to make the wording more relevant 
to the current practice of law, while retaining the original language calling for lawyers to “truly 
and honestly, justly and uprightly” conduct themselves.  The revision was approved by the 
Georgia Supreme Court in 2002. 
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OATH OF ADMISSION 

TO THE STATE BAR OF GEORGIA 
 
 
 

“I,___________________, swear that I will truly and honestly, justly and uprightly 

conduct myself as a member of this learned profession and in accordance with the 

Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct, as an attorney and counselor and that I will 

support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the 

State of Georgia.  So help me God.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As revised by the Supreme Court of Georgia, April 20, 2002 
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A LAWYER’S CREED 
 

 
 
To my clients, I offer faithfulness, competence, 

diligence, and good judgment.  I will strive to represent you 
as I would want to be represented and to be worthy of your 
trust. 

 
To the opposing parties and their counsel, I offer 

fairness, integrity, and civility.  I will seek reconciliation 
and, if we fail, I will strive to make our dispute a dignified 
one. 

 
To the courts, and other tribunals, and to those who 

assist them, I offer respect, candor, and courtesy.  I will 
strive to do honor to the search for justice. 

 
To my colleagues in the practice of law, I offer 

concern for your welfare.  I will strive to make our 
association a professional friendship. 

 
To the profession, I offer assistance.  I will strive to 

keep our business a profession and our profession a calling in 
the spirit of public service. 

 
To the public and our systems of justice, I offer service.  

I will strive to improve the law and our legal system, to make 
the law and our legal system available to all, and to seek the 
common good through the representation of my clients. 

 



 
Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the 
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ASPIRATIONAL STATEMENT ON PROFESSIONALISM 
 
 

The Court believes there are unfortunate trends of commercialization and loss of 
professional community in the current practice of law.  These trends are manifested in an undue 
emphasis on the financial rewards of practice, a lack of courtesy and civility among members of 
our profession, a lack of respect for the judiciary and for our systems of justice, and a lack of 
regard for others and for the common good.  As a community of professionals, we should strive 
to make the internal rewards of service, craft, and character, and not the external reward of 
financial gain, the primary rewards of the practice of law.  In our practices we should remember 
that the primary justification for who we are and what we do is the common good we can achieve 
through the faithful representation of people who desire to resolve their disputes in a peaceful 
manner and to prevent future disputes.  We should remember, and we should help our clients 
remember, that the way in which our clients resolve their disputes defines part of the character of 
our society and we should act accordingly. 
 

As professionals, we need aspirational ideals to help bind us together in a professional 
community.  Accordingly, the Court issues the following Aspirational Statement setting forth 
general and specific aspirational ideals of our profession.  This statement is a beginning list of 
the ideals of our profession.  It is primarily illustrative.  Our purpose is not to regulate, and 
certainly not to provide a basis for discipline, but rather to assist the Bar’s efforts to maintain a 
professionalism that can stand against the negative trends of commercialization and loss of 
community.  It is the Court’s hope that Georgia’s lawyers, judges, and legal educators will use 
the following aspirational ideals to reexamine the justifications of the practice of law in our 
society and to consider the implications of those justifications for their conduct.  The Court 
feels that enhancement of professionalism can be best brought about by the cooperative efforts of 
the organized bar, the courts, and the law schools with each group working independently, but 
also jointly in that effort. 
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GENERAL ASPIRATIONAL IDEALS 
 

As a lawyer, I will aspire: 
 

(a) To put fidelity to clients and, through clients, to the common good, before selfish 
interests. 

 
(b) To model for others, and particularly for my clients, the respect due to those we 

call upon to resolve our disputes and the regard due to all participants in our 
dispute resolution processes. 

 
(c) To avoid all forms of wrongful discrimination in all of my activities including 

discrimination on the basis of race, religion, sex, age, handicap, veteran status, or 
national origin.  The social goals of equality and fairness will be personal goals 
for me. 

 
(d) To preserve and improve the law, the legal system, and other dispute resolution 

processes as instruments for the common good. 
 

(e) To make the law, the legal system, and other dispute resolution processes 
available to all. 

 
(f) To practice with a personal commitment to the rules governing our profession and 

to encourage others to do the same. 
 

(g) To preserve the dignity and the integrity of our profession by my conduct.  The 
dignity and the integrity of our profession is an inheritance that must be 
maintained by each successive generation of lawyers. 

 
(h) To achieve the excellence of our craft, especially those that permit me to be the 

moral voice of clients to the public in advocacy while being the moral voice of the 
public to clients in counseling.  Good lawyering should be a moral achievement 
for both the lawyer and the client. 

 
(i) To practice law not as a business, but as a calling in the spirit of public service. 



 
Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the 
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SPECIFIC ASPIRATIONAL IDEALS 
 

As to clients, I will aspire: 
 

(a) To expeditious and economical achievement of all client objectives. 
 

(b) To fully informed client decision-making.   
As a professional, I should: 
(1) Counsel clients about all forms of dispute resolution; 
(2) Counsel clients about the value of cooperation as a means towards the 

productive resolution of disputes; 
(3) Maintain the sympathetic detachment that permits objective and 

independent advice to clients; 
(4) Communicate promptly and clearly with clients; and, 
(5) Reach clear agreements with clients concerning the nature of the 

representation. 
 

(c) To fair and equitable fee agreements.   
As a professional, I should: 
(1) Discuss alternative methods of charging fees with all clients; 
(2) Offer fee arrangements that reflect the true value of the services rendered; 
(3) Reach agreements with clients as early in the relationship as possible; 
(4) Determine the amount of fees by consideration of many factors and not 

just time spent by the attorney; 
(5) Provide written agreements as to all fee arrangements; and, 
(6) Resolve all fee disputes through the arbitration methods provided by the 

State Bar of Georgia. 
 

(d) To comply with the obligations of confidentiality and the avoidance of conflicting 
loyalties in a manner designed to achieve the fidelity to clients that is the purpose 
of these obligations. 

 
As to opposing parties and their counsel, I will aspire: 
 

(a) To cooperate with opposing counsel in a manner consistent with the competent 
representation of all parties.   
As a professional, I should: 
(1) Notify opposing counsel in a timely fashion of any cancelled appearance; 
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(2) Grant reasonable requests for extensions or scheduling changes; and, 
(3) Consult with opposing counsel in the scheduling of appearances, 

meetings, and depositions. 
 

(b) To treat opposing counsel in a manner consistent with his or her professional 
obligations and consistent with the dignity of the search for justice.   
As a professional, I should: 
(1) Not serve motions or pleadings in such a manner or at such a time as to 

preclude opportunity for a competent response; 
(2) Be courteous and civil in all communications; 
(3) Respond promptly to all requests by opposing counsel; 
(4) Avoid rudeness and other acts of disrespect in all meetings including 

depositions and negotiations; 
(5) Prepare documents that accurately reflect the agreement of all parties; and, 
(6) Clearly identify all changes made in documents submitted by opposing 

counsel for review. 
 
As to the courts, other tribunals, and to those who assist them, I will aspire: 
 

(a) To represent my clients in a manner consistent with the proper functioning of a 
fair, efficient, and humane system of justice.   
As a professional, I should: 
(1) Avoid non-essential litigation and non-essential pleading in litigation; 
(2) Explore the possibilities of settlement of all litigated matters; 
(3) Seek non-coerced agreement between the parties on procedural and 

discovery matters; 
(4) Avoid all delays not dictated by a competent presentation of a client’s 

claims; 
(5) Prevent misuses of court time by verifying the availability of key 

participants for scheduled appearances before the court and by being 
punctual; and, 

(6) Advise clients about the obligations of civility, courtesy, fairness, 
cooperation, and other proper behavior expected of those who use our 
systems of justice. 



 
Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the 
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(b) To model for others the respect due to our courts.   
As a professional I should: 
(1) Act with complete honesty; 
(2) Know court rules and procedures; 
(3) Give appropriate deference to court rulings; 
(4) Avoid undue familiarity with members of the judiciary; 
(5) Avoid unfounded, unsubstantiated, or unjustified public criticism of 

members of the judiciary; 
(6) Show respect by attire and demeanor; 
(7) Assist the judiciary in determining the applicable law; and, 
(8) Seek to understand the judiciary’s obligations of informed and impartial 

decision-making. 
 
As to my colleagues in the practice of law, I will aspire: 
 

(a) To recognize and to develop our interdependence; 
 

(b) To respect the needs of others, especially the need to develop as a whole person; 
and, 

 
(c) To assist my colleagues become better people in the practice of law and to accept 

their assistance offered to me. 
 
As to our profession, I will aspire: 
 

(a) To improve the practice of law.   
As a professional, I should: 
(1) Assist in continuing legal education efforts; 
(2) Assist in organized bar activities; and, 
(3) Assist law schools in the education of our future lawyers. 

 
(b) To protect the public from incompetent or other wrongful lawyering.   

As a professional, I should: 
(1) Assist in bar admissions activities; 
(2) Report violations of ethical regulations by fellow lawyers; and, 
(3) Assist in the enforcement of the legal and ethical standards imposed upon 

all lawyers. 
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As to the public and our systems of justice, I will aspire: 
 

(a) To counsel clients about the moral and social consequences of their conduct. 
 

(b) To consider the effect of my conduct on the image of our systems of justice 
including the social effect of advertising methods.  

 
As a professional, I should ensure that any advertisement of my services: 
(1) is consistent with the dignity of the justice system and a learned profession; 
(2) provides a beneficial service to the public by providing accurate information 
about the availability of legal services; 
(3) educates the public about the law and legal system; 
(4) provides completely honest and straightforward information about my 
qualifications, fees, and costs; and, 
(5) does not imply that clients’ legal needs can be met only through aggressive 
tactics. 

 
(c) To provide the pro bono representation that is necessary to make our system of 

justice available to all. 
 

(d) To support organizations that provide pro bono representation to indigent clients. 
 

(e) To improve our laws and legal system by, for example: 
 

(1) Serving as a public official; 
(2) Assisting in the education of the public concerning our laws and legal 

system; 
(3) Commenting publicly upon our laws; and, 
(4) Using other appropriate methods of effecting positive change in our laws 

and legal system. 
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Honoring 
Georgia’s 
Lawyers
I sincerely hope the Commission 
on Professionalism’s work will 
honor Georgia’s lawyers for what 
they do each day and will help each 
lawyer to become consummate 
professionals while they do the 
tireless and often thankless work of 
representing clients.

BY KARLISE Y. GRIER

In June of 2018, I was shaken to the 
core when I learned of the death of at-
torney Antonio Mari. I did not personally 
know Mari, a family law attorney who was 
murdered by a client’s ex-husband. I had, 
however, as a former family law attorney 
of almost 18 years, personally experienced 
the dynamics that caused his death: enmity, 
anger, retribution and a myriad of other 
vitriolic emotions directed at you as a law-
yer (by opposing parties or clients) because 
you are striving to do your job to the best 
of your ability. I wanted to take a moment 
in this article to pay tribute to Mari and 
to honor the thousands of other Georgia 
lawyers who are just like him, men and 
women who toil in the trenches every 
day—putting their clients interests above 
their own personal well-being—as they 
strive to provide exemplary service and 
excellent representation. I also wanted to 
commend the wonderful professionalism 
example set by the Bartow County Bar As-
sociation, which stepped up in the midst of 
this horrible tragedy to divide up and take 
Mari’s cases and to help close down his 
law practice.1
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According to the Daily Report, Mari 
was afraid of the pro se opposing party 
who ultimately killed him.2 Neverthe-
less, Mari fulfilled his legal obligations 
to his client and obtained a final divorce 
decree for the client less than two hours 
before his client’s ex-husband shot him 
to death. This balance of client interests 
versus personal interests is not always 
played out as dramatically as in Mari’s 
case, but it is always there. Do you go 
to your child’s soccer practice or do you 
first finish the brief that is due tomor-
row? Do you take time to go for a walk 
or a run or do you take that early morn-
ing meeting with a client who can’t take 
time off from their work as an hourly 
employee? Do you tell the pro bono cli-
ent you are meeting with they have to 
leave your office and reschedule (know-
ing they most likely won’t) because they 
reek of cigarette smoke and you have 
asthma? Do you file a motion to with-
draw well in advance of trial or do you 
take the chance the client will pay you 
“in installments” as promised, knowing 
the client really needs a lawyer in this 
custody battle? 

Each day, Georgia lawyers are called 
upon to make choices, large and small, 
that force them to balance their per-
sonal well-being against the interests 
of their clients. Striking the “correct” 
balance is at the heart of what we call 
“professionalism.”3 One of the first quotes 
I came across when I started as executive 
director of the Chief Justice’s Commis-
sion on Professionalism was from Karl 
N. Llewellyn, a jurisprudential scholar 
who taught at Yale, Columbia and the 
University of Chicago Law Schools. Prof. 
Llewellyn cautioned his students:

The lawyer is a [person] of many 
conflicts. More than anyone else in our 
society, he [or she] must contend with 
competing claims on his [or her] time 

and loyalty. You must represent your 
client to the best of your ability, and 
yet never lose sight of the fact that you 
are an officer of the court with a special 
responsibility for the integrity of the 
legal system. You will often find, breth-
ren and sistern, that those professional 
duties do not sit easily with one anoth-
er. You will discover, too, that they get 
in the way of your other obligations—
to your conscience, your God, your 
family, your partners, your country 
and all the other perfectly good claims 
on your energies and hearts. You will 
be pulled and tugged in a dozen direc-
tions at once. You must learn to handle 
those conflicts.4

I hope that, under my stewardship, the 
Chief Justice’s Commission on Profes-
sionalism will honor Georgia’s lawyers 
by ensuring CLE providers offer out-
standing programming regarding pro-
fessionalism concepts that give lawyers 
the opportunity to discuss the challenges 
(and sometimes joys) of practicing law. I 
look forward to continuing to recognize 
the amazing community service work of 
lawyers and judges at the Justice Robert 
Benham Awards for Community Ser-
vice. I hope that the Commission’s con-
vocations, such as the 2018 Convocation 
on Professionalism and the Global Com-
munity, will continue to explore cutting-
edge issues in the legal profession. I hope 
the Commission’s work will help to em-
bolden lawyers to stand courageously for 
the rule of law in our country and to pro-
vide guidance to lawyers on how to do 
so thoughtfully and with integrity. I look 
forward to the Commission’s continued 
partnership with the State Bar of Geor-
gia Committee on Professionalism and 
with Georgia’s law schools as we strive 
to introduce law students to profession-
alism concepts during the Law School 
Orientations on Professionalism.

Too often, I think our profession fo-
cuses on the “bad” things for which law-
yers may be known. I truly believe most 
lawyers are good, hard working men 
and women who want to do the best job 
they can for their clients in return for 
fair payment for their work. During my 
stewardship as executive director of the 
Commission, it is my goal to focus on 
and cultivate the good and the goodness 
in our profession that often happens 
without notice or comment. I am eager 
to help us all (myself included) grow to 
be the best professionals we can be. I sin-
cerely hope the Commission’s work will 
honor Georgia’s lawyers for what they 
do each day and will help each lawyer to 
become consummate professionals while 
they do the tireless and often thankless 
work of representing clients. 

Karlise Y. Grier

Executive Director
Chief Justice’s Commission 
on Professionalism
kygrier@cjcpga.org 

Endnotes
1. See R. Robin McDonald, Cartersville 

Attorney Gunned Down by Client’s 
Ex-Husband, Daily Report, June 22, 
2018, at 1, https://www.law.com/
dailyreportonline/2018/06/21/cartersville-
attorney-gunned-down-by-clients-ex-
husband/ (last visited June 22, 2018).

2. See Id.
3. To learn more about how Georgia defines 

professionalism, see A Lawyer’s Creed and 
the Aspirational Statement on Professionalism 
at: http://cjcpga.org/lawyers-creed/ (last 
visited August 10, 2018).

4. Mary Ann Glendon, A Nation Under 
Lawyers 17 (1994).
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The Importance
of Lawyers Abandoning 
the Shame and Stigma
of Mental Illness
One tenet of the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism’s
“A Lawyer’s Creed” is “To my colleagues in the practice of law, I o! er 
concern for your welfare.” If you are aware of a colleague that may be 
experiencing di"  culties, ask questions and o! er to help them contact the 
Lawyer Assistance Program for help.

BY MICHELLE BARCLAY

January is the month when Robin 
Nash, my dear friend and lawyer col-
league, godfather to my child, officiate for 
my brother’s marriage and former direc-
tor of the Barton Center at Emory Uni-
versity, left the world. Positive reminders 
of him are all around, including a child 
law and policy fellowship in his name, but 
January is a tough month.

Robin’s suicide, 12 years ago, was a 
shock to me. As time passed and I heard 
stories about Robin from others who 
knew him and I learned more about sui-
cide, I can see in hindsight the risk loom-
ing for him. Today, I think his death was 
possibly preventable. 

In 2006, Robin wrote this essay about 
himself for Emory’s website

“Robin Nash, age 53, drew his first 
breath, attended college and law 
school and now works at Emory Uni-
versity. He loves to travel to places 
like Southeast Asia and the Middle 
East but he always returns home to 
Emory and his hometown of Decatur.
Robin majored in Economics and 
Mathematics. He began his law prac-
tice in 1980 in Decatur surviving most-
ly on court appointed cases for mental-
ly ill patients in commitment hearings. 

His practice expanded to working with 
institutionalized developmentally de-
layed clients, special education cases, 
wills and estate litigation and repre-
senting banks in the hugely interesting 
area of commercial real estate closings.

In 1995, he was appointed as a juve-
nile court judge in DeKalb County. He 
resigned from the bench effective De-
cember 2005. He sold most of his per-
sonal belongings, paid off his remain-
ing debts and moved overseas to think 
and travel. After thinking and travel-
ing for three months, he returned to 
the active world of Decatur. He was 
appointed director of the Barton Clinic 
effective April 15, 2006.”

When Robin came back from travel-
ing, he told his friends—“I can be more 
impactful here.”—which was and is true. 
Robin’s impact continues today through 
the work of young lawyers serving as 
Robin Nash Fellows and through the 
lives of the thousands of mothers, fathers, 
daughters and sons he touched, helping 
people traumatized by child abuse, ne-
glect, addiction and crime.

He was impactful in part because he 
had so much empathy for others. He was G
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well regarded and well loved. He was a 
person you could count on who did ex-
traordinary things for others—helping a 
student obtain a TPO in the middle of the 
night to stop a stalker; quietly helping a 
refugee family get stable and connected 
to services; and of course, his consistent 
care of his friend Vinny. Vinny was a 
severely disabled adult Robin befriended 
and with whom he had a deep connec-
tion. Because he was a lawyer, Robin 
was able to help Vinny obtain full access
to available medical services without
being institutionalized.

So why did Robin leave? He lost his 
battle with mental illness. He masked 
it well and as a private person, did not 
share his struggles. His friends had some 
insight into his struggles but it was al-
ways complicated. While a judge, Robin 
was known for saying things like, “I am 
a manager of misery” or “I manage the 
competition not to serve the most vul-
nerable families and children.” But he 
also said, “Talk like this is just dark hu-
mor which is a useful coping mechanism 
for an emotionally draining job.”

I know today that a low serotonin 
level in his body was dangerous for his 
depression and that the medications he 
took waxed and waned in effectiveness. 
I also now know that he had not slept 
well for days before he acted. We’d had 
a work meeting the day before he died 
where he made a long ‘to do’ list. Who 
makes a long ‘to do’ list when one is con-
templating suicide? Plenty of people, I 
have learned. I saw that ‘to do’ list on his 
table when I was in his apartment after 
his death.

What could have helped? Abandoning 
the shame and stigma of mental illness 
is a good start. I have been heartened by 
the social movement campaign, Time to 
Change,1 designed to help people speak 
up about mental illness. A safety plan 
shared with a reasonably wide network of 
people can also help. Antidepressant med-
ications can help. Recent studies about 
anti-depression drugs “puts to bed the 
controversy on anti-depressants, clearly 
showing that these drugs do work in lift-
ing mood and helping most people with 
depression.”2 Science is advancing better 
treatments at a rapid pace. And some ex-
perts advise that directly asking whether a 

person has considered killing themselves 
can open the door to intervention and 
saving a life.

Before becoming a lawyer, I worked 
as a nurse in a variety of settings at both 
Grady and Emory hospitals. I saw at-
tempted suicides. I witnessed a number 
of those people who were grateful they 
were not successful. I saw safety plans 
work when enough people knew about 
the risks. Sometimes, medicines were 
changed, new treatments tried and I saw 
people get better.

I feel like with my background I could 
have and should have probed Robin more. 
But at the time, I thought I was respecting 
his privacy by not asking too many ques-
tions. Today I know that a person can be 
fine one day and then chemicals in their 
brain can wildly change within 24 hours, 
and they’re no longer ok. I learned that 
not sleeping can be deadly. I have also 
learned that just talking  about it can help 
a person cope.

A book that has helped me is called 
“Stay: A History of Suicide and the Phi-
losophies Against It,” by Jennifer Michael 
Hecht.3 If I had a second chance, I would 
try to use some of the arguments in that 
book, such as:

None of us can truly know what we 
mean to other people, and none of 
us can know what our future self will 
experience. History and philosophy 
ask us to remember these mysteries, 
to look around at friends, family, hu-
manity, at the surprises life brings—the 
endless possibilities that living offers—
and to persevere.

Of course, first I would have just 
asked about his mental health with love 
and listened. I still wish for that chance 
to try. z

Afterword by Chief Justice’s Commission on 
Professionalism Executive Director Karlise 
Yvette Grier: One tenet of the Chief Justice’s 
Commission on Professionalism’s “A Lawyer’s 
Creed” 4 is “To my colleagues in the practice of 
law, I oƛfer concern for your welfare.” If you 
are aware of a colleague that may be expe-
riencing diƛƛiculties, ask questions and oƛfer 
to help them contact the Lawyer Assistance 
Program5 for help.

Michelle and Andy Barclay are so grateful 
to the Emory University community for the 
grace and care that surrounded everyone, es-
pecially the students, when Robin died. 

Michelle Barclay, J.D., has more 
than 20 years experience working 
in Georgia’s judicial branch. She is 
currently the division director of 
Communications, Children, Families, 
and the Courts within the Judicial 
Council of Georgia’s Administrative 
Office of the Courts. Before becoming 
a lawyer, she was a nurse for 10 years, 
specializing in ICU and trauma care. 
Her degrees include a Juris Doctor 
from Emory University School of Law, 
a Bachelor of Science in Nursing from 
Emory University and a Bachelor 
of Interdisciplinary Studies from 
Georgia State University. She is also 
co-founder along with her husband 
Andrew Barclay of the Barton Child 
Law and Policy Center at Emory 
University School of Law. She can be 
reached at 404-657-9219 or michelle.
barclay@georgiacourts.gov.

Endnotes

1. https://twitter.com/TimetoChange. 
2. See http://www.bbc.com/news/

health-43143889 (last viewed April 2, 2018). 
3. See, e.g., https://www.amazon.com/Stay-

History-Suicide-Philosophies-Against/
dp/0300186088 (last viewed April 2, 2018) .

 4. https://www.gabar.org/aboutthebar/
lawrelatedorganizations/cjcp/lawyers-
creed.cfm .

5. https://www.gabar.org/
committeesprogramssections/programs/
lap/index.cfm .
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Promoting a 
Professional Culture 
of Respect and Safety 
#MeToo
In keeping with our professionalism aspirations, I challenge you to take 
a proactive, preventative approach to sexual harassment and to start the 
discussions . . . about things we as lawyers can do to promote a professional 
culture of respect and safety to prevent #MeToo.

BY KARLISE Y. GRIER

“There is no doubt that Marley was dead. 
This must be distinctly understood, or nothing 
wonderful can come of the story I am going 
to relate.”—Excerpt from: “A Christmas 

Carol” by Charles Dickens. 

To borrow an idea from an iconic 

writer: There is no doubt that #MeToo 

testimonials are real. This must be 

distinctly understood, or nothing 

wonderful can come of the ideas I am 

going to share.

I start with this statement because 

when I co-presented on behalf of 

the Chief Justice’s Commission on 

Professionalism at a two-hour seminar 

on Ethics, Professionalism and Sexual 
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Harassment at the University of Georgia 

(UGA) in March 2018, it was clear to 

me that men and women, young and 

old, question some of the testimonials 

of sexual harassment that have recently 

come to light. For the purposes of starting 

a discussion about preventing future 

#MeToo incidents in the Georgia legal 

profession, I ask you to assume, arguendo, 

that sexual harassment does occur and to 

further assume,!arguendo, that it occurs in 

Georgia among lawyers and judges.1 Our 

attention and discussion must therefore 

turn to “How do we prevent it?” We won’t 

expend needless energy on “Is he telling 

the truth?” We won’t lament, “Why did 

she wait so long to come forward?” 

First, I want to explain why I believe 

that sexual harassment in the legal 

profession is, in part, a professionalism 

issue. As Georgia lawyers, we have A 

Lawyer’s Creed and an Aspirational 

Statement on Professionalism that 

was approved by the Supreme Court 

of Georgia in 1990.2 One tenet of A 

Lawyer’s Creed states: “To my colleagues 

in the practice of law, I offer concern for 

your welfare. I will strive to make our 

association a professional friendship.”

Frankly, it is only a concern for the 

welfare of others that in many cases will 

prevent sexual harassment in the legal 

profession because of “gaps” in the law 

and in our ethics rules. For example, 

under federal law, sexual harassment is a 

form of sex discrimination that violates 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

Title VII applies to employers with 15 or 

more employees.3 According to a 2016 

article on lawyer demographics, three 

out of four lawyers are working in a law 

firm that has two to five lawyers working 

for it.4 In Georgia, there are no state laws 

similar to Title VII’s statutory scheme.

There is currently nothing in Georgia’s 

Rules of Professional Conduct that 

explicitly prohibits sexual harassment of 

a lawyer by another lawyer.5 Moreover, 

it is my understanding that generally the 

Office of the General Counsel will not 

prosecute a lawyer for alleged lawyer-

on-lawyer sexual harassment absent 

a misdemeanor or felony criminal 

conviction, involving rape, sexual assault, 

battery, moral turpitude and other similar 

criminal behavior.6 Other circumstances 

in which laws or ethics rules may not 

apply include sexual harassment of 

lawyers by clients or sexual harassment 

that occurs during professional events, 

such as bar association meetings or 

continuing education seminars.7 

Former Georgia Chief Justice Harold 

Clarke described the distinction between 

ethics and professionalism as . . . the 

idea that ethics is a minimum standard 

which is required of all lawyers while 

professionalism is a higher standard 

expected of all lawyers. Therefore, in 

the absence of laws and ethical rules to 

guide our behavior, professionalism 

aspirations call on Georgia lawyers to 

consider and implement a professional 

culture of respect and safety that ensures 

zero tolerance for behavior that gives rise 

to #MeToo testimonials.8

The American Bar Association 

Commission on Women in the Profession 

recently published a book titled “Zero 

Tolerance: Best Practices for Combating 

Sex-Based Harassment in the Legal 

Profession.” The book provides some 

Former Georgia Chief Justice Harold Clarke 
described the distinction between ethics and 
professionalism as . . . the idea that ethics 
is a minimum standard which is required of 
all lawyers while professionalism is a higher 
standard expected of all lawyers. 
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practical advice for legal employers to 
address or to prevent sexual harassment.9 
Some of the suggestions included: 
establishing easy and inexpensive ways to 
detect sexual harassment, such as asking 
about it in anonymous employee surveys 
and/or exit interviews; not waiting for 
formal complaints before responding to 
known misconduct; and discussing the 
existence of sexual harassment openly.10 
The federal judiciary’s working group on 
sexual harassment has many reforms that 
are currently underway, such as conducting 
a session on sexual harassment during 
the ethics training for newly appointed 
judges; reviewing the confidentiality 
provisions in several employee/law 
clerk handbooks to clarify that nothing 
in the provisions prevents the filing 
of a complaint; and clarifying the data 
that the judiciary collects about judicial 
misconduct complaints to add a category 
for any complaints filed relating to sexual 
misconduct.11 For those planning CLE or 
bar events, the American Bar Association 
Commission on Women in the Profession 
cautions lawyers to “be extremely careful 
about excessive use of alcohol in work/ 
social settings.”12

During our continuing legal education 
seminar at UGA, one of the presenters, 
Erica Mason, who serves as president of 
the Hispanic National Bar Association 
(HNBA), shared that HNBA has developed 
a “HNBA Conference Code of Conduct” 
that states in part: “The HNBA is committed 
to providing a friendly, safe, supportive 
and harassment-free environment for all 
conference attendees and participants . 
. . . Anyone violating these rules may be 
sanctioned or expelled from the conference 
without a registration refund, at the 
discretion of HNBA Leadership.”13 Mason 
also shared that the HNBA has signs at all 
of its conferences that reiterate the policy 
and that provide clear instructions on how 
anyone who has been subjected to the 
harassment may report it. In short, you 
don’t have to track down a procedure or 
figure out what do to if you feel you have 
been harassed.

Overall, some of the takeaways from 
our sexual harassment seminar at UGA 
provide a good starting point for discussion 
about how we as lawyers should aspire 

to behave. Generally, our group agreed 
that women and men enjoy appropriate 
compliments on their new haircut or 
color, a nice dress or tie, or a general “You 
look nice today.” Admittedly, however, an 
employment lawyer might say that even 
this is not considered best practice.

Many of the seminar participants 
agreed on some practical tips, however. 
Think twice about running your fingers 
through someone’s hair or kissing a 
person on the check. Learn from others’ 
past mistakes and do not intentionally pat 
or “flick” someone on the buttocks even if 
you mean it as a joke and don’t intend for 
it to be offensive or inappropriate.14

In our professional friendships, we 
want to leave room for the true fairy-
tale happily ever after endings, like that 
of Barack and Michelle, who met at work 
when she was an associate at a law firm 
and he was a summer associate at the same 
firm.15 We also need to ensure that our 
attempts to prevent sexual harassment do 
not become excuses for failing to mentor 
attorneys of the opposite sex.

Finally, just because certain behaviors 
may have been tolerated when you were 
a young associate, law clerk, etc., does not 
mean the behavior is tolerated or accepted 
today. Professionalism demands that we 
constantly consider and re-evaluate the 
rules that should govern our behavior in 
the absence of legal or ethical mandates. 
Our small group at UGA did not always 
agree on what was inappropriate conduct 
or on the best way to handle a situation. We 
did all agree that the conversation on sexual 
harassment was valuable and necessary.

So in keeping with our professionalism 
aspirations, I challenge you to take 
a proactive, preventative approach 
to sexual harassment and to start the 
discussions in your law firm, corporate 
legal department, court system and/
or bar association about things we 
as lawyers can do to promote a profes-
sional culture of respect and safety to 
prevent #MeToo. 

Karlise Y. Grier

Executive Director
Chief Justice’s Commission 
on Professionalism
kygrier@cjcpga.org 

Endnotes
1. See, e.g., In the Matter of James L. 

Brooks, S94Y1159 (Ga. 1994) and The 
Washington Post, Wet T-Shirt Lawyers 
(December 23, 1983), The Washington 
Post, https://www.washingtonpost.
com/archive/politics/1983/12/23/
wet-t-shirt-lawyers/c46ac2e6-2827-
49a7-9041-f00ac5f21753/?utm_term=.
bf1ec57a8b95 (Last visited May 31, 
2018). For a more recent articles 
on sexual harassment in the legal 
profession, see generally, Vanessa Romo, 
Federal Judge Retires in the Walk of Sexual 
Harassment Allegations (December 18, 
2017), NPR, The Two-Way Breaking 
News, https://www.npr.org/sections/
thetwo-way/2017/12/18/571677955/
federal-judge-retires-in-the-wake-of-
sexual-harassment-allegations (Last 
visited May 31, 2018) and The Young 
Lawyer Editorial Board of The American 
Lawyer, YL Board: This is What Sexual 
Harassment in the Legal Industry Looks 
Like (February 28, 2018), The American 
Lawyer, Commentary, https://www.
law.com/americanlawyer/2018/02/28/
yl-board-this-is-what-sexual-
harassment-in-the-legal-industry-looks-
like/ (Last visited May 31, 2018).

2. See State Bar of Georgia, Lawyer’s 
Creed and Aspirational Statement on 
Professionalism, https://www.gabar.org/
aboutthebar/lawrelatedorganizations/
cjcp/lawyers-creed.cfm (Last visited May 
31, 2018).

3. U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, About EEOC, Publications, 
Facts About Sexual Harassment, https://
www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/publications/fs-sex.
cfm (Last visited May 31, 2018).

4. Brandon Gaille, 30 Mind-Boggling 
Lawyer Demographics, BrandonGaille.
com, https://brandongaille.com/30-
mind-boggling-lawyer-demographics/, 
February 8, 2016 (viewed on April 26, 
2018).  See also American Bar Association 
2013 Lawyer Demographics  Data, 
https://www.americanbar.org/content/
dam/aba/migrated/marketresearch/
PublicDocuments/lawyer_
demographics_2013.authcheckdam.pdf 
(viewed on April 26, 2018).

5. The Georgia Code of Judicial Conduct 
differs from the Georgia Rules of 
Professional Conduct in that Rule 2.3 
(b) of the Code of Judicial Conduct 
specifically prohibits discrimination 
by a judge in the performance of his 
or her judicial duties. See https://
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Convocation on 
Professionalism and 
the Global Community
The purpose of the Convocation was to model professionalism while 
discussing a high-conflict issue and to demonstrate the ways in which 
attorneys have implemented “A Lawyer’s Creed” and the “Aspirational 
Statement” in their work with the global community.

BY LESLIE E. STEWART

On Nov. 30, 2018, the Chief Justice’s 
Commission on Professionalism (the 
Commission) held its Convocation on 
Professionalism (the Convocation) at 
Atlanta’s Porsche Experience Center. 
This year, the Convocation theme was 
Professionalism and the Global Commu-
nity, which focused on the professional-
ism values of competence, civility, char-
acter, and commitment to the rule of law 
and the public good. The purpose of the 
Convocation was to model professional-
ism while discussing a high-conflict issue 
and to demonstrate the ways in which 
attorneys have implemented “A Lawyer’s 
Creed” and the “Aspirational Statement” 
in their work with the global commu-
nity. The event, which was sponsored 
by Squire Patton Boggs, Miller & Martin 
PLLC and Alston & Bird LLP, was well-
received by the attendees. The speakers 
included an array of notables and dig-
nitaries with ties to Georgia, beginning 
with Supreme Court of Georgia Chief 
Justice Harold D. Melton, who urged the 
attendees to demonstrate professional-
ism through service to their community, 
a key element of “A Lawyer’s Creed” and 
the “Aspirational Statement.”

GBJ | Professionalism Page
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The first panel, “Overview of the 
Global Community in Georgia,” was fa-
cilitated by Javier Díaz de León, Consul 
General of Mexico. Two judges, Hon. 
Meng H. Lim, Tallapoosa Circuit Su-
perior Court, and Hon. Dax E. Lopez, 
DeKalb County State Court, spoke mov-
ingly about how their judicial careers 
have been influenced by their experi-
ences of straddling two cultures. Abby 
Turano, deputy commissioner for Inter-
national Relations, Georgia Department 
of Economic Development, explained 
how and why Georgia welcomes foreign 
businesses to Georgia.

The second panel, “A View from Gen-
eral Counsels of Companies Doing In-
ternational Business,” was moderated by 
Shelby S. Guilbert Jr. from King & Spald-
ing. The panelists, including Angus M. 
Haig, senior vice president and general 
counsel for Cox Automotive, and Ricardo 
Nuñez, senior vice president and general 
counsel for Schweitzer-Mauduit Interna-
tional, described their challenges and how 
core values affect their roles as interna-
tional general counsels. Audrey Boone 
Tillman, executive vice president and 
general counsel for AFLAC, portrayed 
the challenges and successes of being a 
woman of color supervising attorneys in 
Japan. Joseph Folz, vice president, general 
counsel and secretary for Porsche Cars 
North America, shared his experiences 
working for a German-based company.  

The third panel, “The Business Pros 
and Cons of Developing a Formal Work-
ing Relationship with an International 
Lawyer or Law Firm,” was facilitated by 
Petrina A. McDaniel from Squire Patton 
Boggs. Tricia “CK” Hoffler, principal at 
The CK Hoffler Firm, regaled the attend-
ees with her vivid descriptions of being 
threatened by automatic gunfire as a re-
sult of a cultural miscalculation while she 
represented an un-named government. 
Therese Pritchard, from Bryan Cave and 
Robert Tritt, Dentons US LLP, discussed 
the necessity of retaining competent local 
counsel in international cases.

The Convocation’s keynote speaker, 
Randolph “Randy” Evans, U.S. Ambassador 
to Luxembourg, described his humble 
beginnings in Georgia and how the values 
instilled in him by his family continue to 
influence the way in which he deals with 
his professional duties—of treating each 
person with respect and dignity.

After lunch, the next panel, “What 
Lawyers Need to Know about Labor 
Trafficking,” focused on the darker side 
of doing business in the global commu-
nity. The moderator, Hon. Richard Sto-
ry, judge, U.S. District Court, Northern 
District of Georgia, oversaw a lively 
discussion between Norm Brothers, 
senior vice president and general coun-
sel for UPS; Susan Coppedge, former 
U.S. Ambassador-at-Large, the Office 
to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons, and senior advisor to the Sec-
retary of State (Ret.); and Jay Doyle of 
Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith LLP. 
This panel focused on the way in which 
government and private business have 
collaborated to combat the scourge of 
human trafficking.

The attendees were then treated to a 
presentation on “An Overview of Profes-
sionalism in Immigration Cases” by James 
McHenry, director of the Executive Office 
for Immigration Review at the Depart-
ment of Justice, who unpacked the com-
plex hearing procedures surrounding this 
timely topic.

The second afternoon panel, “Emerg-
ing Issues and Pro Bono Opportunities 
for Attorneys as a Result of Changes in 
Immigration Laws,” was moderated by 
Phil Sandick from Alston & Bird. The 
panelists were Audra Dial from Kilpat-
rick Townsend & Stockton, Jorge Andres 
Gavilanes from Kuck Baxter, Monica 
Khant, executive director of the Geor-
gia Asylum and Immigration Network, 
and Willis Linton Miller from The Latin 
American Association. During this panel, 
the speakers touched on the need for pro 
bono assistance on these important cases 
due to an upsurge in work and the conse-

quent burnout on the part of those work-
ing full time in this area. 

The final panel of the day, “Ethics, Reg-
ulatory and Procedural Issues in Interna-
tional Practice,” was facilitated by Shelby 
R. Grubbs, from Miller & Martin. Along 
with Paula Frederick, general counsel of 
the State Bar of Georgia and Ben Greer 
Jr., retired partner at Alston & Bird, the 
presenters discussed the competing ethi-
cal standards that attorneys must negotiate 
in international work and the necessity of 
adhering to Georgia standards regardless 
of cultural or ethical differences.

The Convocation offered a marvel-
ous opportunity for in-person attendees 
to learn about how the principles of pro-
fessionalism impact our legal work in the 
global community. Commission member 
Hon. Carla McMillian, Court of Appeals 
of Georgia, tweeted throughout the day 
at @cjcpga in English and Spanish with 
the help of Commission member Maria 
F. Mackay, a Georgia certified interpreter 
who provided Spanish interpretations of 
the proceedings for McMillian to tweet. 
Commission advisor Jennifer Davis and 
Commission liaison Dee Dee Worley pro-
vided invaluable “behind the scenes” staff 
assistance for the event throughout the day. 
The Commission staff was grateful for the 
support of the Commission members and 
other Convocation contributors and plan-
ners who provided invaluable assistance 
for this immensely successful Convocation. 
More information about the Convocation 
and other upcoming Commission events, 
including the 20th Annual Justice Robert 
Benham Awards for Community Service, 
is available on the Commission’s website 
at www.cjcpga.org. 

Leslie E. Stewart is a child 

welfare attorney and has 

served as a Supreme Court 

Fellow on Georgia’s Cold Case 

project since March 2009 

and is also a contractor with the Chief 

Justice’s Commission on Professionalism.



Presiding Judge 
Stephen Dillard

Presiding Judge Stephen Louis A. Dillard was appointed as the 73rd judge of the Court 
of Appeals of Georgia on November 1, 2010 by Governor Sonny Perdue. Prior to his 
appointment, Judge Dillard was in private practice with James, Bates, Pope & Spivey in 
Macon, serving as chairman of the firm’s appellate practice group. Judge Dillard was 
elected and reelected by his fellow Georgians in 2012 and 2018. On July 1, 2017, Judge 
Dillard was sworn in as the 30th Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals of Georgia for a two-
year term that ended on June 30, 2019.

Judge Dillard was born in Nashville, Tennessee on November 13, 1969. He attended and 
graduated from Hillwood High School in Nashville, Tennessee; Samford University (B.A. 
1992); and the Mississippi College School of Law (J.D., cum laude, 1996). In college, Judge 
Dillard was a member of Sigma Chi and Omicron Delta Kappa. He was also given the Evelyn 
Meadows Historical Essay Award, as well as the William McMillian Rogers Colonial Dames 
Overall Essay Award for “The Tempting of America to be America: Alexander Hamilton and 
the Federalist Papers.” During law school, Judge Dillard was a member of the Moot Court 
Board and received the Judge Robert G. Gillespie Outstanding Achievement in Appellate 
Advocacy Award, as well as the American Jurisprudence Award in Appellate Advocacy. 
He also reactivated the Mississippi College Chapter of the Federalist Society for Law and 
Public Policy Studies, serving as its president for three years.

After graduating from law school, Judge Dillard joined the Macon law firm of Stone 
& Baxter, where he practiced from 1996 until 2001. In September 2001, he left private 
practice for a two-year period to serve as a law clerk at the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Seventh Circuit for Judge Daniel A. Manion (who was appointed by President Ronald 
Reagan in 1986). In September 2003, Judge Dillard joined James Bates as of counsel, 
specializing in appellate practice and complex litigation. While in practice, he received an 
AV® Preeminent™ Peer-Review Rating from Martindale-Hubbell and was named by Super 
Lawyers as one of Georgia’s “rising stars.”

Additionally, Judge Dillard was appointed by Governor Sonny Perdue to the Judicial 
Nominating Commission and the Public Defender Selection Panel for the Macon Judicial 
Circuit. He is a member of the Speakers Bureau of the Federalist Society for Law and 
Public Policy Studies, a member of the Board of Advisors of the Atlanta Lawyers Chapter, 
and previously served as President of the Macon Lawyers Chapter. Judge Dillard has 
published scholarly essays in the Encyclopedia of Civil Liberties, the Encyclopedia of 
Great American Judges, the Encyclopedia of Great American Lawyers, Judicature, the 
Green Bag Almanac & Reader (forthcoming), as well as two articles in the Mercer Law 
Review regarding the inner workings and culture of the Court of Appeals of Georgia. He 
was also a participating lawyer with the Criminal Justice Act Appellate Panel for the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, handling pro bono publico appeals for indigent 
individuals. Judge Dillard is a member of the State Bar of Georgia’s Appellate Practice 
Section, the Macon Bar Association, the Atlanta Bar Association, the Lawyers Club of 
Atlanta, the Saint Thomas More Society, the Lamar American Inn of Court, the Logan E. 
Bleckley American Inn of Court, the William Augustus Bootle American Inn of Court, the 
Palaver Club of Macon, and the Samford Bulldog Club. He also served as the chairperson 
of Samford University’s Atlanta Alumni Chapter (2016-2018), and is currently serving as 
a member of the Samford University Alumni Association’s Executive Council and the 
Samford Athletic Director’s Cabinet.

Since joining the Court of Appeals, Judge Dillard has spoken to numerous organizations 
and participated in countless seminars on a wide variety of legal topics. In 2019, Judge 
Dillard began co-teaching Georgia Appellate Practice at Mercer University’s law school. 
He was also named that year as the “Twitter Laureate” of Georgia by the Georgia House of 
Representatives, as one of Atlanta’s 500 most powerful leaders by Atlanta Magazine, and 
as “Best Social Mediator” by the Fulton County Daily Report. In 2018, Judge Dillard began 
serving a two-year term as the president of the Samford University Alumni Association. 
In 2017, Judge Dillard was named Samford University’s “Alumnus of the Year,” which is 
the highest honor the university bestows on its graduates. In 2016, Judge Dillard was 
appointed as the Co-Chairperson of the Georgia Judicial Council’s Strategic Plan Standing 



Committee, and as a member of the Council’s Standing Committee on Technology. That 
same year, he was named Samford University’s “Featured Alumnus” for the Howard 
College of Arts and Sciences. In 2015, Judge Dillard was appointed by Governor Nathan 
Deal to the Georgia Appellate Jurisdiction Review Commission. He was also appointed 
that year to serve on the Georgia Judicial Council, and as the Chairperson of the Council’s 
Court Reporting Matters Committee. In 2014, Judge Dillard was named the “State Judge 
of the Year” by his alma mater, the Mississippi College School of Law, for outstanding 
judicial service and also received the “Fastcase 50” award, which honors leaders in the 
world of law, scholarship, and legal technology. In 2013, Judge Dillard was awarded the 
Distinguished Judicial Service Award by the Young Lawyers Division of the State Bar of 
Georgia, recognizing his outstanding service on the bench and commitment to improving 
the practice of law. In 2012, Judge Dillard was appointed to the Code of Judicial Conduct 
Review Committee, and he also began serving as the Special Consultant to the Georgia 
High School Mock Trial Committee.

Judge Dillard is married to the former Krista McDaniel, and they have three children. He 
is an active parishioner of Saint Joseph Catholic Church and the former president of the 
School Board for Saint Joseph’s Catholic School.



Presiding Judge 
Anne Elizabeth Barnes

Presiding Judge Anne Elizabeth Barnes won election in 1998 to the Georgia Court of 
Appeals in a three-way race without a runoff, and took office January 1, 1999. She was the 
first woman to be elected in a state-wide judicial race without having been first appointed 
to the bench, and was re-elected, without opposition, to a second term in 2004. She was 
elected to serve a two year term as Chief Judge from 2006 through 2008. She was elected 
to a third term in 2010, receiving more votes than any other candidate in the State of 
Georgia, and was again re-elected in 2016.

A native Georgian, Presiding Judge Barnes grew up in Chamblee and attended DeKalb 
County public schools. She graduated magna cum laude from Georgia State University in 
1979 and earned her Juris Doctor from the University of Georgia in 1983 and her Master 
of Laws in the Judicial Process from the University of Virginia in 2004. Currently she is 
enrolled in the Duke University School of Law Judicial Studies Program.

Presiding Judge Barnes has served on the Judicial Council of Georgia’s Standing 
Committee on Policy and its Budget Committee, the Chief Justice’s Commission on 
Professionalism, and the Domestic Violence Committee of the Judicial Council of 
Georgia. In 2018 Presiding Judge Barnes was appointed to serve on the Child Support 
Commission by Governor Nathan Deal. She also chaired the Judicial Section of the Atlanta 
Bar Association and served on the Supreme Court’s Commission on Interpreters.

Presiding Judge Barnes has served on the Board of Directors of Georgia Court Appointed 
Special Advocates for Children since 2011. She has volunteered with the Truancy 
Intervention Project’s Early Intervention Program, working with elementary school 
children, joined TIP’s Board of Directors in 2014, and currently serves on the Advisory 
Board. She completed a fellowship program with the Advanced Science and Technology 
Adjudication Resource Center (ASTAR) in 2013, and joined the Board of Directors of the 
National Courts and Science Institute in 2014.

Presiding Judge Barnes is a member of the American Bar Association, the State Bar of 
Georgia, the Atlanta, DeKalb, and Gate City Bar Associations. Presiding Judge Barnes is a 
Fellow of the Lawyers Foundation of Georgia, a Master of the Bleckley Inn of Court, and a 
member of the National Association of Women Judges, the Lawyers Club of Atlanta, and 
the Old Warhorse Lawyers Club. She is a 2006 graduate of Leadership Atlanta.

Presiding Judge Barnes has been recognized for her service by the DeKalb Bar Association, 
the Women in the Profession Committee of the Atlanta Bar Association, the Young Lawyers 
Division of the State Bar of Georgia, and Justice Served. In 2012 she received the Romae 
Turner Powell Judicial Service Award. She has been twice recognized by the Barbados 
Association of Atlanta, receiving both their Trident and Community Service Awards. 
Currently she serves as a District Director of the National Association of Women Judges.
Presiding Judge Barnes is married to Dr. Tom Banks, a physicist, and attends St. Martin in 
the Fields Episcopal Church.



Judge Todd Markle

Judge Todd Markle serves on the Court of Appeals of Georgia having been appointed to that 

position by Governor Nathan Deal in December 2018. Prior to his appointment, Judge Markle 

served as a trial judge on the Superior Court of Fulton County for seven years including one term 

on the Family Division. While there, he tried one domestic jury trial to verdict. He also served 

as a member of the Child Support Commission. 

Judge Markle began his legal career in Atlanta in 1989. He started his own law firm in 1996 

handling general civil litigation. In practice, he tried numerous jury trials and has multiple 

reported appellate decisions from the state and federal courts. He held an AV rating from 

Martindale-Hubbell as well. 

In January 2011, Judge Markle left private practice to become executive counsel to newly elected 

Governor Deal. In this role, he served as the governor's chief legal advisor during the 2011 

legislative session and chaired the inaugural Criminal Justice Reform Council. 

Judge Markle is currently on the boards of directors of Chris 180 and Georgia Appleseed. He is 

married and has two teenage children. 
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L. David Wolfe attended the University of Georgia on a football scholarship where 
he graduated in 1976 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism.  In 1979 he 
graduated from John Marshall Law School with a JD and began his practice of law 
in 1981 with the firm of Hudson & Montgomery in Athens, Georgia. 

On April Fools’ Day, 1982, Mr. Wolfe opened his own office in Atlanta and has 
continued that practice here to date. Mr. Wolfe has always focused his practice on 
criminal defense and has tried cases throughout the country in the state and federal 
courts.  He has also handled many cases of national interest in the Georgia Courts, 
including challenges to Georgia’s Hate Crimes and Assisted Suicide statutes, both 
of which were struck down by the Georgia Supreme Court as 
unconstitutional.  Similarly, Mr. Wolfe successfully challenged the vague language 
of Georgia's Kidnapping statute in the Supreme Court requiring the Georgia 
legislature to rewrite and clarify the essential element of asportation with regard to 
that offense.  In May of 2000 Mr. Wolfe represented, with co-counsel, Reginald 
Oakley a defendant in the Ray Lewis murder case, who, after the thirty day 
nationally televised trial was acquitted of all charges. 

Mr. Wolfe is a member of the board of directors and a founding member of the 
Georgia Innocence Project and represented Clarence Harrison, the first inmate 
exonerated in Georgia by that organization based upon DNA analysis. Thanks to 
the efforts of the Innocence Project Mr. Harrison was released from prison after 18 
years of confinement.  Mr. Wolfe is also a life member of the Georgia Association 
of Criminal Defense Lawyers and a member of the board of directors of that 
organization. David has been an adjunct professor in the Litigation Department at 
Georgia State University's College of Law since January 2004 and also lectures 
throughout the state at CLE seminars on criminal defense, criminal litigation and 
criminal procedure. 
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ICLE BOARD

NAME POSITION TERM EXPIRES

Ms. Carol V. Clark Member 2022

Mr. Harold T. Daniel, Jr. Member 2022

Ms. Laverne Lewis Gaskins Member 2021

Hon. Kenneth Bryant Hodges, III Member 2020

Ms. Allegra J. Lawrence Member 2022

Mr. C. James McCallar, Jr. Member  2021

Mrs. Jennifer Campbell Mock Member 2020

Mr. Kenneth L. Shigley Member 2020

Mr. A. James Elliott Emory University 2020

Mr. Buddy M. Mears John Marshall 2020

Dean Daisy Hurst Floyd Mercer University 2020

Mr. Cassady Vaughn Brewer Georgia State University 2020

Ms. Carol Ellis Morgan University of Georgia 2020

Hon. John J. Ellington Liaison 2020

Mr. Jeffrey Reese Davis Staff Liaison 2020

Ms. Michelle E. West Staff Liaison 2020



GEORGIA MANDATORY 
CLE FACT SHEET

Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually, 

with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in the 

area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in the 

Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in 

1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours 

of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice hours are 

included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” provider of 

“approved” CLE instruction.

Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next 

succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. 

Excess trial practice hours may be carried over for one year. A portion of your ICLE name tag is 

your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the program name, date, amount paid, CLE 

hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial practice, if any) and should be retained for your 

personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!

ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Official 

State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees 

at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar record.

Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure at 

the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other than Georgia. If you have 

any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call: 678-529-6688



gabar.org/ICLE

Follow ICLE
on Social Media

facebook.com/iclega

linkedin.com/company/iclega

twitter.com/iclega
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